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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
Through the centuries there has been continuous contro­
versy over the role of woman in society and in literature. This 
dispute can be traced as far back as fifth century Athens at which 
time there were great exponents of woman's worth as Plato and Euri• 
pides and great opponents of woman's worth as Aristotle who felt 
women especially inferior to men.1 The controversy was still strong 
during the Middle English period when there was ''the simultaneous 
view that women are merciless and full of pity,--that they bring 
a man to honor and bring him to his doom, that they should be re­
verenced and reviled.112 Although much was said and written on both 
sides of the woman question in the Middle Ages,3 the ideas about 
the fallen nature of woman are presented more vividly in the Cor­
pus Christi plays than in other literary fonns of the time; there­
fore, this thesis is limited to a discussion of nine female 
lFrances Lee Utley, The Crooked Rib: An Analytical Index of 
the Argument about Women in English and Scots Literature to the End 
of the Year 1568 (Columbus: Ohio State Univ. Press, 1944), p. 8. 
2 Utley, p. 33. 
3For more infonnation on woman's life in the Medieval Age see: 
D. Chadwick's "Medi eva 1 Women, 11 Socia 1 Life in the Days of Piers Pl ow­
man, ed. G. G. Coulton, Univ. of Cambridge Stud. in Medieval Life and 
Thought (Cambridge: The Univ. Press, 1922), pp. 100-105; G. G. Coulton, 
comp., "Women's Life," Social Life in Britain From the Con uest to the 
Reformation (1918; rpt. New ark: Barnes and Noble, 1968 , po. 433-465; 
Eileen Power, "The Menagier's vJife, A Paris Housewife in the Fourteenth 
Century," Medieval People {"Pelican Books"; Hammondsworth, England: 
_Penguin Books, 1937), pp. 92-115; and L. F. Salzman, "Women," English 
Life in the Middle Ages (London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1945), pp. 249-265. 
dramatic characters. However, because nearly six centuries stand 
between us and the original audiences of the English Corpus Chris­
ti cycles, a certain amount of infonnation concerning the condi­
tions of medieval English life, the importance of the medieval 
English Church, and the doctrines and ordering processes which 
grew out of the Church of that time is necessary to the understand­
ing of this thesis. First let us look at the time. 
Modern man often has difficulty in relating to a time that 
has passed. As Percival Hunt states in Fifteenth Century Enaland: 
He cannot gain its intimacy; cannot accept it without effort. 
The look of fields and streets five hundred years ago, food 
on the tables, clothing, the sound of the constant church 
bells--all the colors and lights and shades of usual, out­
ward life are inmeasurably far away. Its talk takes strange 
turns of phrase and very strange pronouncing, and is muffled 
by distance. People stand as shadows, or waver like over­
bright figure� in a tapestry. The time seems an insubstan­
ti a 1 pageant. 
Not only the time, but as Hunt mentions the people of th�t time 
a 1 so seem far away or remote. "There is a genera 1 tendency to 
think of medieval men and women as if they were such sr1ints or 
devils as we see on churches, carved in stone; but the more we 
study them the more we realize that they were flesh and blood 
most remarkably like us."5 They worked, played, told jokes, sang, 
danced, acted, slept, ate and dressed as the century prescribed, 
made war, traded, taught their children, fanned, governed the 
�-Percival Hunt, Fifteenth Century England (Pittsburqh: Univ. 
of Pittsburgh Press, 1962), p. 153. 
5salzman, p. 21. 
2 
kingdom, built their towns, founded their guilds, attended plays, 
wrestled, enjoyed watching water sports, loved, laughed, cried, 
and believed and disbelieved very much in accepted ways. "Human 
nature was very much the same in the Middle Ages as it is now.116 
But even though human nature was much the same, the conditions 
of life were very different.7 If we are to understand these 
people and their time we must try-to look at the facts of their 
1 ives from their own points of view; we must "try to clear our 
lenses of their obscuring fogs: our religious environment, .•• 
our personal experience, or our membership in a middle-class 
world. 11 8 
Because the medieval time was an era of disease, misery and 
death it was not unnatural that town-folk and country-folk, noble­
men and peasantry, crippled and diseased looked to religion for 
comfort--all were united "within the universality of the Church. 
It held the one faith. It was the guide into eternity and the 
way to happiness on earth. Life was to be controlled by it. That 
6salzman, p. 22. 
7For more specific information on the conditions of life in 
England during the Middle Ages the reader is referred to: E. H. 
Carter and R. A. F. Mears, A Historf of Britain, 3rd ed. (1937; 
rpt. London: Oxford Univ. Press, 960), p. 211; and Salzman, 
pp. 21-108. 
8utley, p. 3. 
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was a truth reverently and universally accepted ... g The medieval 
English people lived in a small world and knew very little of its 
place in the universe. The conception of a globe revolving in 
space in relationship to other bodies had not dawned upon them, 
and: 
Since so much of the world about them was unknown the invisi­
bility of the next world did not trouble them. It was as real 
to them as remote lands today are real to the untravelled. 
They were equally assured of its existence. For this reason 
there was no questioning of the articles of the Christian be­
l ief, nor was their acceptance the result of a deliberate and 
considered act of faith. Heaven, purgatory, or hell ranked 
equally with fhe world around them as the unavoidable exper­
ience of man. 0 
This complete acceptance of the inevitability of the after-life, 
together with the literal interpretation of Christ's promise of 
pardon to the repentant sinner, no matter how many times he had 
fallen back again into sin, and the idea of the one faith, account 
for much in the medieval attitude to the Church and religion that 
is alien to modern thought. 
The power of the Church was visible everywhere, but no­
where was it more visibl e than in the educating its people. 
9Hunt, p. 3. For specific details on the ways that the Church 
controlled life see: Charles Sears Baldwin, Three Medieval Centuries 
of Literature in Enaland, 1100-1400 (1932; rpt. �'. Y.: Phaeton 
Press, 19F8), p. 5;.Hunt, Fifteenth Century Englanrl, p. P.; Snlzman, 
Enqlish Life in the Middl e Aqes, pp. 5F-S7; Prian Stone, trans. , 
Meaieval Enqlisl·;-Ve-rse-(T96tt;"rpt. "Penguin Books"; Baltimore, Met.: 
Penguin Books, 19f8), pp. 14-16; and �eorge M. Trevelyan, Enaland 
in the /l.ge of Wycl iffe, 136P-1520 (1899; rpt. "Harrer Torchbooks"; 
Mew York: Harper anJ Row, 1963), p. 104. 
lOooris t1ary Stenton, English Society in the Early f�iddle 
Ages, l ()66-1307, 3rd ed. ( 1951 ; rpt. "Pe 1 i can Books," tfo. 3; 
Baltimore, Md.: Penguin Books, 19f4), p. 203. 
The Church "was the centre of learning and provided a focus for 
all knowledge. Its approach was fundamentally incurious, and was 
dictated by authority whether ancient, as Aristotle, and the Bible, 
or modern, as the Saints and Rome itself. 111.1 Since few laymen 
could read or write, the Church held the "monopoly both of learn­
ing and teaching."12  In the early years the monasteries were cen­
ters not just of ordinary schooling (book-learning) but the monks 
taught publishing, illumination of manuscripts, and verse as well 
as sculpture, architecture, or painting; the universities of the 
Friars and cathedral schools later increased the range of study. 
Not only was the Church responsible for the afore-mentioned areas 
of study· but even more important was the duty to teach its people 
religious thought and doctrine which would lead ultimately to 
Salvation. 
During the early fourteenth century much of this religious 
instruction came from various types of vernacular literature, the 
bulk of which dealt explicitly or implicitly with the problem of 
sin or redemption and the heaven or hell_ to come after this life's 
pilgrimage. The medieval citizen was "not familiar with the Bible 
in translation, 1113 but "many narratives of biblical materials were 
1 1  Stone, p. 14. 
12carter and Sears, p. 159. 
13Eleanor Prosser, Drama and Religion in the English Myste
1 Plays: A Re-Evaluation, Stanford Stud. in Lang. and lit., No. 2 
(rpt. Stanford Univ. Press, 1966), p. 39. 
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available to the laity either in manuscripts or through the pre�ch­
ing of friars or the parish priest. 11 1 4  H. A. Pantin states in 
The English Church in the Fourteenth Century that there were three 
types of written religious materials available: manuals of in­
struction for parish priests, vernacular religious and moral treat­
ises "intended both for the laity and for unlearned priests," 
and writings of the mystics and other religious lyrics.1 5  
For those medieval persons who found the reading of the 
many instructional treatises, manuals, sermons and lyrics dull, 
or for those who were illiterate, the medieval English Church had 
two other media of instruction: oral sermons and wall-paintings. 
11 For every person who took the trouble or had the education to read 
one of the treatises or poems there must have been hundreds of 
thousands who listened to sermons or looked at the painted walls 
of their churches.11 1 6  From the thirteenth century on\'Ja rd a 1 most 
every aspect of life was either preached or painted about. 
One of the most distorted aspects of medieval life as 
preached about by the pulpit was that of the ills of womanhood. 
The English pulpit which ,-,as "to the vast moss of the middle orders ... 
their one oracle of learning and refinement, presented a picture 
1 4Prosser, p. 40. 
1 5w. A. Pantin, The English Church in the Fourteenth Centurv 
(1 955; rpt. Notre Dame, Indiana: Univ. of Notre Dame Press, 1962), 
p. 221 .  For more complete infonnation on the various types of re­
ligious writings of the period see Pantin, pp. 1 89-262. 
1 6Pantin, p. 235. 
of womanhood, ill-balanced, indeed.1117 G. R. Owst in Literature 
and Pulpit in Medieval England�·-- points out that when medieval Eng­
lish preachers spoke of women _they spoke not of the "positive 
doctrines of sexual happiness," but rather "of sin and temptation 
of forbidden pleasures and lusts, of needful fears and repressions, 
haunted by the same old shadow of Original Sin.1118 The En9lish 
clergy could never get out of their heads the part that Eve had 
played in the unfortunate incident of the apple in the r,arden of 
Eden; they, therefore, regarded medieval English woman also as an 
"accomplice of the devil.1119 The clergy assumed that as the first 
woman had brought Sin into the world by tempting Adam, so all wo­
men were sinners and temptresse� and they did not hesitate to say 
so. One of the sermons in W. 0. Ross's book of Middle English 
sermons contains this statement: "For sicurly it was a comon re­
pref to al 1 women that by on of hem all mankynd was lost and non 
of hem mygthe helpe to restore it ageyn. 1120 
17G. R. Owst, Literature an · · Medieval En l and 
(New York: Barnes and Nob e, 9 . 
l 8ows t , p . 3 7 7 • 
19chadwick, p. 100. 
20woodburn O. Ross, ed., Middle English Sermons (London: Ox­
ford Universit_y Press, 1940), EETS, XXLII, p. 256. Subsequent re­
ferences to this edition will appear in the text in the shortened 
form--Ross followed by p. for page or pp. for pages anrl then the 
number(s). The Middle English characters: P (thorn), 3 (yogh), 
y (wyn) have been modernized t? their �nglish e�uivalents in this 
passage and throughout the thes 1 s; Engl 1 sh spe l11 ngs were not changed. 
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Still another form of religious instruction for the people 
was the English religious drama. It was the most important of all 
to the middle class of England; it had much in conmon with the 
visual instruction of the wall paintings both in the churches and 
domestic buildings, with the oral instruction of the sermons and 
with the written instruction of manuals, treatises and poems. 
W. A. Pantin stresses the importance of this religious drama saying 
it: "undoubtedly ••• must have been important as a vehicle of re­
ligious instruction, reaching a wider public than the religious 
poems or treatises or even the sermons. "21 The plays wh.ich brought 
to life the stories and characters of the sermons and wall paint­
ings were presented to amuse as well as to instruct. These plays 
were sometimes known as "'quicke bookis' for the unlearned, 1122 
says V. A. Kolve in The Play Called Corpus Christi; they act as 
"living books that speak, move, and can imitate whole sequences 
of events and interactionsw They image more vividly and unforget­
tably than any other art form of their time.1123 One of the things 
that they imaged most successfully was the fallen nature of man­
kind; this fallen nature can be studied in woman's role as seen 
in the plays. 
21Pantin, p. 243. 
22v. A. Kolve, The Play Called Corpus Christi (Stanford, Cal.: 
Stanford Univ. Press, 1966), p. 25. 
23Kolve, p. 5. 
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To understand the thematic importance of the female char­
acters in showing man's nature as fallen as was presented in these 
"quicke bookis," one must understand the implied thought and doc­
trine which existed within the drama. It is difficult for us to 
realize the influence which the English Church exercised over 
men's minds in that "Age of Faith" since "modern man is simply 
not Christian in the way that medieval man was. 1124 D. W. Robert­
son in A Preface to Chaucer: Studies in Medieval Perspectives 
states that just as modern man often thinks "in tenns of opposites" 
so did medieval man often have a tendency to think "in terms of sym­
metrical patterns, characteristically arranged with reference to an 
abstract hierarchy. "  25 Hhy did medieval man think in such tenns? 
Characteristically, medieval .man was not a dreamer not a 
spiritual adventurer; he was an organizer, a codifier, a man 
of system. His ideal could be not unfairly summed up in the 
old housewifely maxim 'A pla2� for everything, and every­thing in its (right) place'. 
To· the medieval "organizer" or "codifier" a symmetrical order was 
most important. 27 
2 4 Pross er , p . 1 2 • 
2�o. �I. Robertson, A Preface to Chaucer: Studies in Medieval 
Perspectives (Princeton, N. J.: Princeton Univ. Press, 1963), p. �­
Subsequent references to this edition will appear in the text in the 
shortened fonn--Robertson followed by p. for page or pp. for pages 
and the number(s). 
9 
26c. s. Lewis, Studies in Medieval and Renaissance Literature, 
collected by Walter Hooper ((ondon: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1966), p. 44. 
27n. w. Robertson in his Preface to Chaucer, p. 6, states that 
"the relevance of order as a fundamental principle of iconography 
was pointed out long ago by Emile Male," in L'Art reliqieux de 
xiiie siecle (Paris, 1923), pp. 7-9. 
"By the second ha 1 f of the twe 1 fth century," says Robertson, 
"it was possible to think of rather obvious hierarchies arranged in 
accordance with systematic degrees in almost all phases of life and 
thought" (Robertson, p. 8). A religious hierarchy was present in 
the Church where the Pope was head and all the other bishops and 
clerics were subservient to him. A governmental hierarchy was seen 
in the feudal system and also in the commonwealth where all were 
subject to the nobles, the nobles to the prince, and the prince to 
the King. Creation itself was seen as a combination of celestial 
and earthly hierarchies with God the Creator over all. The order 
of Creation as seen by the Parson in Chaucer's "The Parson's Tale," 
is sooth that God, and resoun, and sensualitee, and the body 
of man been so ordeyned that everich of thise foure thynges 
shold have lordshipe over that oother;/ as thus: God sholde 
have lordshipe over resoun and resoun over sensualitee, and 
sensualitee over the body of man./28 
Thus within man himself was a moral hierarchy with reason over 
sensuality. Still another hierarchy was seen between man and wife. 
This latter relationship in medieval times was often likened to 
that between Christ and the church as recorded in Ephesians: 
Wives be subject to your husbands, as to the Lord. For the 
husband is the head of the wife as Christ is the head of the 
church, his body, and is himself its Savior. As the church 
is subject to Christ, so let wives also be subject in every­
thing to their husbands. Husbands, love your wives, as 
Christ loved the church and gave himself up for her •.•• Even 
so husbands should love their wives as their own bodies. 
28citations from Chaucer's "Parson's Tale" in this text are 
to The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, ed. Fred N. Ro�inson, 2nd ed. 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Riverside, 1961)--hereafter cited �s PT for 
"Parson's Tale" with the line number or numbers following. 
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He who loves his wife loves himself. For no man ever hates 
his own flesh, but nourtshes and cherishes it, as Christ 
the church, because we are members of his body.29 
If this (or any of the other hierarchies mentioned} existed with­
; n its proper order it was seen in medi eva.l terms as a "marri aqe" 
(Robertson, p. 375). But if the man-wife or other hierarchies 
were disturbed and there was "rebelliousness within the hierarchi­
ca 1 idea 1" (Robertson, p. 11),  the "mane re of ordre or ordi naunce" 
was "turned up-so-doun 11 (PT 259), and the condition became termed 
"adul tery 11 (Robertson, p. 11) . 
The first example of "adultery" or "rebellio·usness within 
the hierarchical ideal" was that of Adam and Eve. Because the 
following chapter deals with the role of Eve in the Garden, the 
Fall is touched upon only briefly at this time. Eve (flesh), 
who was tempted by Satan, sinned and fell from a perfect state 
of Grace. In her falling she took along Adam (reason) who should 
have been her hierarchical ruler. The Parson in Chaucer's "Par­
son's Tale" explains sins, in this case the Fall, as having three 
steps: 
first, suggestion of the feend, as sheweth heere b.Y the 
naddre; and afterward, the delit of the flessh, as sheweth 
heere by Eve, and after that the consentynge of resoun, as 
sheweth heere by Adam. (330) 
But he explains that without completion of all three steps the 
sin or Fall is not "actueel 11: 
For trust wel, though so were that the feend tempted Eve, that 
29Ephesians V. 23-30 (Revised Standard Version) . 
1 1  
is to seyn, the flessh, and flessh hadde delit in the beautee 
of the fruyt defended, yet certes, til that resoun, that is 
to seyn, Adam consented to the etynge of the fruyt, yet stood 
he in the estaat of innocence. (331) 
Just as man was not obedient to God, his lord, "therefore is flessh 
to hym disobeissant thurgh concupiscence, which yet is cleped nor­
rissynge of synne and occasioun of synne" (PT 337).  Since obe­
dience was no longer the binding force and since stability was 
no longer the proper condition within the progression of the ori­
ginal hierarchy, sin and chaos now prevailed; things were "up­
so-doun"; "adultery u in the medieval sense had taken place. 
When man fell, his "reason was corrupted and his will was 
misdirected 11 (Robertson, p. 27) .  The "knowing of God " and the 
being able to "share in that way the bliss of Heaven" was lost; 
it became the responsibility of the Church to instruct man in 
what he had received before the Fall "without obstruction.030 
Because death was inevitable for all of Adam and Eve's descen­
dants, the medieval English Church taught that "death is seen 
not as an affliction but rather as the culmination of a long jour­
ney--the release from all the shortcomings attendant upon man in 
his mortal state. 1131 The Church also taught that earthly life 
was but a "school which prepared man for the life everlasting. 1132 
3°Ko 1 ve , p. 3 . 
31oavid M. Zesmer, Guide to En lish Literature From Beowulf 
through Chaucer and Medieval Drama 961; rpt. N • •  : Barnes 
and Noble, 1965), p. 90. 
32zesmer, p. 89. 
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Because the "imminence of death could not be overlooked in the 
pestilences of the fourteenth century or the anarchical condi­
tions of the fifteenth,1133 man had to always be ready for death. 
Because II vor a 1 thet 1 yf of ane ma nne/ thag he 1 euede a thousond 
year: thet ne ssolde by? bate onlepy prikke, 1134 the Church 
stressed that "not life, not how to live but how to be ready for 
death 1135 was importa-nt. The key to being ready for death in a 
world that still believed man "culpable for sin" was repentance. 
By repentance any or all of the proper hierarchies could be re­
stored. 
Dan Michel's Ayenbite of Inwyt, a Middle English moral 
allegory, uses an interesting analogy to explain the reason for 
pennance. He states that as a fish goes willingly into the net 
so does a man go willingly into sin; but even though they go in 
willingly neither: "Ac out ne may he nagt guo: wyth-oute our 
lhordes helpe. 1136 The Lord's help in fighting sin comes through 
pennance. Chaucer's Parson explains that "Penitence" is "the 
pleynynge of man for the guilt that he hath doon, and namoore to 
do anythyng for which hym oghte to pleyne 11 (PT 183). The 
33E. K. Chambers, En9lish Literature at the Close of the Mirl­
dle Aqes (19�-5; rpt. N. Y. Oxford Univ. Press, 194-7), p. 52. 
34Pamela Gordon, ed., Dan Michel's Ayenbite of Inwyt, EETS, 
0.S. 23 (1866; reissue, London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1965), I, p. 71. 
Subsequent references to this addition wi 11 appear in the shortened 
fonn Ayenbite--followed by p. for page and pp. for pages and then 
the number( s). 
261064 
35Hunt, p. 38. 
36Gordon, pp. 170-171. 
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Church taught that "penitence" was possible even to those medie­
val persons who sinned again and again but repented before death 
and sin overtook them: 
Even death-bed repentance could snatch a soul from immedi-
ate peril of hell and in purgatory souls not yet fit for 
perpetual bliss could spend a time of waiting which earnest 
supplication offered for them on earth might shorten or enct. 37 
But even though death-bed repentance was possible, the imminence 
of death during the Middle Aqes caused Chaucer's Parson and the 
Corpus Christi dramatists to stress Augustine's doctrine that 
"Penitence of goode and humble folk is the penitence of every 
day," (PT 1 00); repentance of tomorrow may be too late. 
Just as Chaucer's Parson had written about repentance 
that, "For oure book seith, 'al that is \'lriten is writen for 
oure doctrine,' and that is my entente" (_�T 1083), so too, must 
the Corpus Christi dramatists have written their "quickc bookis" 
with the idea that the female dramatic characters within had 
thematic importance which was 11 ,vriten" for the doctrine of the 
medieval audience in showing man's and especially woman's na­
ture as fallen. Since the middle class English medieval woman 
"was unaffected by chivalrous ideals, and probably seldom con­
templated the possibility of attaining heaven's greatest re­
ward 1138 for which repentance is necessary, the Corpus Christi 
plays enabled her to see that that possibility did exist. By 
37stenton, p. 203. 
38Chadwick, p. 1 01 .  
14 
seeing the example of the first woman sinner Eve, woman (and 
all mankind) saw man ° s nature as fallen. As a result of this 
fallen nature all men were incl ined to sin as is exemplified 
by the women characters studied in this thesis. Even though 
salvation in Christ came through a woman, Mary, man's nature 
was still a fallen one because of the first woman sinner Eve; 
however, man now had the possibility to reorder his world and 
realize his hope for eternal life. One could reorder his "up-
. so-doun" world only by being sorry for his sins, by giving up 
his "imperfect life, 1139 and by accepting God which could be 
done by accepting baptism, or by accepting the Church, or by 
asking forgiveness of all sins. 40 In this thesis medieval 
English female characters are pre�ented who have thematic im­
portance in doing the afore-mentioned things; these characters 
are Noah's wife, the Woman Adulterer, Mary Magdalene, and the 
Saved Queen. However, female characters who did not reorder 
their world were just as important thematically as the above 
characters. Significant examples of this type of woman .are 
Gyll, Pilate's wife, the Ale-Wife, and the Damned Queen. The 
thematic importance of each of these non-repentant women forced 
medieval woman (and mankind) to see that they must not continue 
39 Kolve, p. 239. 
40For similar views on ways of receiving forgiveness see 
Prosser, pp. 9-13 and Ross, p. 141. 
. 15 
16 
in their sinful ways, for if their earthly world remained disordered 
and chaotic their everlasting world would be one of fire and damnation 
in hell. 41 
41
For details on Chaucer's and the medieval view of hell see 
George P. Pace, "Adam's Hell," PMLA, LXXVIII, No. 1 (March 1963), 
25-35. For a description of the tonnents of the damned in hell, see 
W. O. Ross, Middle English Sennons, p. 174. 
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CHAPTER I I: EVE 
Throughout the Christian year the English townsfolk had more 
of the Church , of rel i gi ous i nstruction , of ritual and of scriptural 
narrative than modern man can imagine possible, but "when the pageants 
were acted they l istened with a simple credulity, no doubt to the 
sacred history, and with a reverence our age of illumination can 
neither emulate nor understand . .. l The pageants were for them "a 
confirrnation--through the media of speech , action, song and spec­
tacle--of the living faith. 112 The drama which presented this sa-
cred history had its formal ordering process just as other aspects 
of medieval life. The order that this drama "sought to create, 
was not only aesthetic but historically true : it sought to pat-
tern human experience, to gi ve to · the history of men an order that 
would reveal its meani ng. 113 In this patterning of human experience 
there was a very definite progression from the fall of Lucifer and 
the fall of man to the triumph of Christ and Doomsday. As the .world 
"unrolled in episodes � • •  each a hint or sign or sample, a type or 
antitype of the scheme of salvation . • •  characters, institutions , and 
events . . • had their 'raison d •�tre . ' 1 14 
1 charles Mills Gayley, ed., Representative English Comedies: 
From the Be inninqs to Shakes eare, V (1903 ; rpt. N. Y.:  The Mac­
Mi an Co. , 1 930 , xxxv. 
2George R. Thomas, ed., Ten Miracle Plays (Evanston: North­
western Univ. Press, 1 966) , p .  12 . 
3Ko 1 ve , p. 20 . 
4 Gayley , p. xxxi . 
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S ince the pl ays began with the firs t events , it is natura l  that 
this study of ni ne med i eval female dramatic characters, all sinners , 
should also beg i n  with the " raison d ' �tre" and thematic importance 
of Eve, the ori g i nal woman sinner a s  seen in the plays of the four  
extant cycles : Townel ey, York, Lucias Coventriae and Chester.5 
Chris ti an doctri ne was often revealed through II i 1 1  us ion 1 1 6 
and, therefore, Med i eval Engl ish audiences could imagine knowing 
both good a nd evil by seeing the first episodes about Adam and 
Eve as presented in the Corpus Christi plays. "For onl y  by evil 
do men know the good � how could we know white if a 11 things were 
black, or else know v i rtuous man unless there were also some scoun­
drels? 1 1 7 An evil medieval worl d "must be driven to contemplate 
the stark realiti es of current life and the ominous hereafter--sin, 
d i saster , death , and hell pains , 1 18 as resulting from the Original 
Sin and man's fallen nature. Only by imagining the oriqinal perfec­
tion of Creation did medieval man see how oerfect he once was and 
5For more infonnation on the history of the .l\dam-Eve plays see 
A. C. Cawley , ed. , Everyman and Med i eva_l_ Mira.cle Plays ( 1 956 ; rpt. 
Dutton, N. Y.: J. M. Dent and Sons , 19651", p . · 11 .  See also Owst , 
p. 540 for infonnation on the Adam and Eve plays as a possible out­
growth of medieval homili es. 
6Kolve � p. 30. 
7 t�illiam Langland, Pie�s The Plou_g_hman ,  tr�ns. and rev. lJ. 
F. Goodridge ( 19 59 ;  rpt. "Penguin Books�Balti more, Md . :  Pen­
guin Books ·, 1 966 ) , p. 1 2 5 .  The standard :ditio� of W. 'A. �keat 
published for the EETS was used in prepari ng thi s  translati on. 
8 Owst , p. 54. 
could be still if it were not for the Original Sin. By seeing the 
perfection of  the world as it was before the Fall, an evil medieval 
world would wish to once again attain that perfection (everlasting 
life or salvation) possible to, it by earthly acceptance of  God 
or repentance . Eve \tlas involved in making repentance necessary, 
so by understanding the thematic role o f  Eve in the Garden, medieval 
man could also better understand his own "raison d'�tre" ; he could 
better understand his fallen nature and realize what he could do to 
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res tore order. A study of the cycle plays wi 11 show Eve's thematic im­
portance in these concepts. Each play will not be studied individu­
ally, and only the most significant and vivid passages about the 
fall and Eve's role in it will be giver\ since the creation and fall 
is basically the same in all cycles. 
After God creates the heavens, earth, and the creatures he 
realizes : 
But yitte can I here no beste see 
That accordes by kyndly skylle , 
And for my werke myghte worshippe me.9 
( York III.14-16) 
And so, God decides to create man . Because God wishes to "a-bate " 
9Lucy Toulmin Smith, ed .,  York Mystery Plays ( Oxford: Claren­
don Press, 1885) .  Subsequent references to the creation-fall plays 
as seen in this chapter will appear in thP text in the shortened 
fonn--York followed by the number of the play as given in this edi­
tion in Roman numerals and the line number (s) given in arabic num­
bers. Play I I I  is entitled God creates Adam and Eve, Play I V- -
God puts Adam and Eve in the Garden omen ,- P 1 ay v-- Man's Dis­
obedience and Fall from tcfen, anal'Tay VI-- Adam and Eve driven from 
Eden�-
man ' s  " haut and cheere 1 1  ( York I I I . 27 )  as  founa i n  Luc i fer a nd the 
other fal l en angel s, God creates man "of the sympl est part of erthe 
that is here" (York III . 25) .  This l owly origin of c l ay is to re­
mind man that he shal l become as feebl e as dust again when he dies. 
In s peeches like the fol l owing the audience is instructed as to 
the purpose of man's being: 
To keepe this worl de bothe more and lesse  
A skyfu11  beeste than wil l y make, 
Aftir my shappe and my l iknes se, 
The whil ke shall e wirshippe to me take . 
(York III. 2 1 -24 } 
After God creates man, he sees as in the Chester p l ay: 
Hit is not good man onel y t8 be ; 
helpe to him now make 'wee. l 
(Chester 129- 1 30) 
Eve's first "raison d ' �tre" is not only as Adam's "he l p-e," 
but also as "feere" { Chester 1 36) , 1 1make 11 ( Towne l eyl l  187 and Ludas 
Coventriae1 2  1 01} and 1 1 faithfull freende and sibbe 1 1  (York III. 40) . 
That she is created from "bone . . • and fl eshe also with hart free" 
lOHermann Deimling, ed. ,  The Creation, in The Chester Plays, 
EETS, E . S. 62 (1 892 ; rpt. London: Oxford Univ. Pre s s, 1 9 59), I, 
20-47. Subsequent references to this play as s een in this chapter 
will appear in the text in the s hortened fonn--Chester fol lowed 
bY, the line number(s ) given in arabic numbers. 
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1 1 Alfred W. Pol l ard, ed. , The Creation, in The Towne l ey Pl ays 
EETS, E. S. 71 ( 1 897 ; rpt. London: Oxforrl Univ. Pres s, l 9f6), pp. 
1 -9. There wil l  be no subsequent references to this pl ay as the l ast 
twelve leaves of the manuscript on the temptation and fal l are mis sing .  
1 2K. s . · B l ock, ed. , The Creation of the Worl d and Man, and 
The Fall of Man, in Ludas Coventr iae or The Pl aie cal l ed Cor us 
Christi, EETS, E. S .  20 1 922; rpt. London: Oxford Univ. res s, 
1"960), pp . 19-29. Subsequent references to this p l ay as s een in 
this chapter will appear in the text in the shortened fonn--LC 
for Ludas Coventriae, fol l owed by the line number ( s). 
as i n  Chester 135 , and more particularly from Adam's "rib" as in 
the Towneley and York pl ays has significance in that she 
was not taken from Adam ' s  head , because/ she was not intended 
to be his ruler ,  not from his feet either because she was not 
intended to be his slave , but from his side , precisely because 
she was intended to be his companion. 1 3  
As companions in Paradise they are, according to the Chester Adam , 
"twoo in one fl eshe , as thou can make ,/ ether other for to glade" 
(Chester 159-1 60) . Without Eve , Adam woul d have been lonely ; but 
with Eve , Adam , whose name in Hebrew means man , 1 4 becomes a living 
man who knows not only l oneli ness but also joy and bliss. 
Although they were companions , there was still a hier­
archy in their relationship as the Chester dramatist emphasizes 
in having Adam name Eve: 
Virago , nothing amisse , 
for out of man taken she is, 
and to man shall she draw. 
(Chester 150-152) 
Thus the first "marriage" was seen by _ medieval people as established 
by God himself with the two mates as companions within the hierar­
chical relationship with man as head over woman. This relationship 
of man over woman had to exist for the medieval person or his world 
1 3Power , pp. 1 14-115. For infor�ation on the C reatio� of Ev� 
as depicted in art see M. D. Anderson s Drama and Ima9ery 1 n  Enol1 sh 
Medieval Churches ( Cambridge : Cambridge Univ. Press ,  1 9F.3) , 
pp. 141-142. If interested in the typology of the Creation of Eve 
as taken from Adam ' s  side , as the Church was taken from the wounded 
side of Christ , see Anderson , p. 2 5. 
1 4webster's Seventh New Collegiate (1916 ; rpt. 
Cambridge ,  ass.: R1 vers1 de Press , 9 
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became disordered; likewise, the relationship of spirit over flesh 
must also be kept in that order or the hierarchy of creation was 
turned 11 up-so-doun. 1 1  
After Adam and Eve praise God for making them in his like­
ness and thus according them dignity, Adam asks God what they shall 
do and where they shall dwell. God replies : 
Lovis me for-thy and loues me aye 
For my makyng, I aske no more. 
(York III. 67-68) 
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God explains that just as he rules over them so shall they have "Lord­
shippe in erthe .• • /Alle thynge to serue the that is wrouoht" (York 
,J 
--
III. 75). They shall "same wonne" (York III. 73)--dwell together--in 
Paradise where "ille and good bothe" shall they know (York III.75). 
Note the important foreshadowing o f  the dramatist in the latter line. 
Adam and Eve both promise to love , praise, and worship God for the 
great dignity he has given them . Then God says his creation is ended 
with man : 
Alle likes me wele, but this the beste. 
My blissynge haue they euer and ay. 
(York III. 88-89) 
Adam and Eve are given advice about living in Paradise; they are warned 
that all things are theirs but the Tree of Good and Evil which they 
promise to go not "negh" (York IV.73) for fear of dying. At this 
particular moment all hierarchies are ordered: God the Creator is over 
the Angels, over man, and over all Creation; man is over his wife; and 
they together are over all creatures. 
Satan is puzzl ed by God's decision to make man out of clay i n  
the likeness of God rather than in the image o f  the Angels who are so 
"faire and bright" ( York V . 8 ) . As he thinks a i oud Satan begins to 
show his envy of the blissful pai r: 
should such a caytiff , made of claye 
have such b l isse? Nay , be my laye ! 
( Chester 1 77-178) 
Satan wants to destroy this bl i ss and deci des to get to Adam through 
this "make" : 
For I shall teache his wife a playe, 
and I maye have a whil e. 
For her deceave , I hope , I maye 
and through her bring them both awaye. 
(Chester 179-182) 
I f  Satan can get the fair Eve to sin , he is sure Eve will be able 
to convince Adam to s. i n  also. This exemplifies a commonly held 
medieval belief that man was often lured into sin because of wo­
man, "for man, being made of fl esh � i s  bound at · times to follow 
the flesh. 1 1 15 Because o f  his deep envy of man and hi s scorn of 
God's love for man , Satan also desi res Adam and Eve's offspring: 
They shall fare bothe, as did I, 
be banished bouth of that vallye 
and their offspring for aye. 
(Chester 202-204) 
Note the key foreshadowing by the Chester dramatist in the last 
line which warns the medieval audience that even though Christ 
(the new Adam) was born of Mary (the new Eve) and brought salva­
tion, man is $till fallen and will have to continue to wage the 
battle against sin--the battle to keep reason and flesh and other 
hierarchies in proper order. Satan ' s  choice to work through Eve 
reflects this battle: 
15Langland, p .  139 .. 
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for she wi1 1 doe as I her saye ; 
her hope I to beguile . 
That woman i s  forbyd to doe , 
for anyth i nge therto will shooe; 
therefore that tree shall shee come to 
and assaye which it is s 
( Chester 1 83- 1 88 )  
Eve i s  further related to the fl esh by a later speech of Satan: 
and of that tree of  Paradice 
she shall eate through my coyntice 
for women are fu l l 1 i ccori s 
that she wi ll not forsake .  
And eate she of it ful l witterly . 
( Chester 1 97-201 ) 
It  is significant that the Chester Satan here speaks anachronis­
tically of Eve by giving her a characteristic that all medieval 
women were related to--lechery . When woman's delight in the flesh 
overcomes man ( or reason ),  the proper hierarchy is disordered . The 
dramatist shows this here by h is  choice of words and images relating 
to Eve . 
Because medieval women were more trusting of their gossips 
(women friends) than of any man , the Chester Satan appears before 
Eve as an adder with a "maydens' face 11 ( Chester 1 95 ) . There is 
significance in the fact that just as Eve will be temptress of 
Adam through flesh, so too will Satan be the temptress of Eve . 
This association of woman and serpent is commonly seen in medieval 
art.  It could be publicly seen , for example, in the representation 
of a reptile with a woman's face in Salisbury Cathedral , 1 6 and as 
16Langland, p .  308 . 
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the "human-headed serpent who holds out the apple in its mouth" 
and "wears a peaked headdress" (one of the favorite costumes of 
medieval ladies) i n  the window of Malvern Priory. 17 
The wily "maydyn "  Serpent tempts Eve by suqgestion in the 
areas in which medieval women were the weakest. Eve is fi rst 
softened up by the Serpent I s flattery: "l-leyl Ffayr Wyff and comely 
dame" (LC 1 69) . After she is flattered she is told "in counselle" 
by Satan (as the medieval women would be told things in secret by 
their gossips } that she will be as God "in al degre" (LC 1 85) . In 
the Chester play Satan turns her against God and towards himself 
by promising her Godly power: 
God is coynt and wyse of wytt, 
And wottes well, when _ you eate hit, 
then your eyes shal be unknit, 
like goddes you shall be, 
And knowe both oood a nd evill also , 
therefore he wa �ned yow therfro: 
you may well wyt he was your foe, 
therefore dose after me. 
(Chester 225-232) 
When Eve questions who is tel ling her this tale the serpent says, 
"A  worme that wotith wele how/ that yhe may wirsh ipped bP. 1 1  ( York 
V.54-55) . Eve again questions him and says that they already have 
"maistrie" (York V. 58 ) over all thi ngs; besides she says "to do 
is us full lothe,/ that shuld oure god mispaye" (York V. 64). Satan 
promises her that: 
17 
Ete it safely ye maye . 
For perille ryght there none in lyes 
But worshippe and a greate wynnynge 
(York V . 67-69) 
Anderson, p. 56 . 
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Ay ! goddis shalle ye be 
Of ille and gode to have knowyng, 
For to be als wise as he ! 
(York V.71 -73) 
But Eve still asks " Is this soth that thou sais ? 11 ( York V.74). 
Satan, this time angered , again answers with lies: 
Yhe ! why trowes thou nogt me? 
I wolde be no-kynnes wayes 
telle noght but trouthe to the. 
(York V. 75-77) 
Once Satan has gained her confidence through suggestion 
by gui_le, flattery, and by promises of things to come, he tempts 
her further with the suggestion that the fruit is good : 
This ffrute to Ete I the counselle 
take this appyl and ete this ssame 
This frute is best as I the telle . 
(LC · 1 72-1 74) 
Eve "de 1 i ghts" in what she sees : 
Ah !  lord, this tree is fayre and bright, 
greene and semelye in my si ghte, 
the fruyte swete and much of mighte, 
that goddes it may us make. 
(Chester 241 -244) 
And when Satan continues, he gives an indication of his intentions: 
Byte o n  bold l y, be nought a-basshed 
And bere Adam to amend his mode , 
And eke his blisse , . . .  
(York V .·80-82) 
Now two stages of the Original Sin are compl eted. There has been 
suggestion by the serpent, and delight by the flesh, but reason 
has not given into the flesh yet--this hierarchy is still ordered. 
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Eve has broken one hierarchy in the marriage relationship, however, by 
doing as the worm suggested without first "drawing " to Adam or 
reason for advice . love , the bond of all order and especially 
of spirit and flesh has been 11 misdirected 11 by "erring human will " 
at the persuasion of Satan ( Robertson , p. 31 ).  When Satan sug­
gests that Eve wi ll be as God , she accepts that idea and loves 
it more than either her husband or her God. The medieval people 
believed that "all materials are inferior to their fabricator " 
God (Robertson , p. 75) , who i s  the one "proper object of 1 ove" 
(Robertson , p .  65). Therefore , the bond of order is mi sdirected 
when Eve loves the idea of being as God better than anything 
el se . 
Not only does Eve take and eat of the apple as was seen 
above , but she pl ans to get her husband to taste of the same. 
Fleshly Eve , because of her womanly ways has little difficulty in 
convincing Adam to eat of the apple : 
Adam , husband , life and deere , 
eate some of th is  appl e here; 
it is fayre , my leeif fere, 
it may thou not forsake. 
( Chester 249-252) 
Adam delights so in the appearance of Eve and in the apple that 
he takes Eve ' s (and Satan ' s) suggestion without questioning: 
That is sooth , Eve , without weere , 
the fruite is sweete and fayre in feere , 
therefore I will doe thy prayer , 
one morsel l  I will take. 
(Chester 253-256) 
Adam as seen in the other two versions is not so willing 
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to eat so quick1y ! 0 8  Adam at first cries out : 
Al as ! woman, why toke thou this? 
Owre l orde co11111aunded us bothe 
to tente the tree of his. 
Eve tells him to 
G CI O III • • · � • • • • • ·  
A1 1 as !  thou hast don amys . 
( York V. 84-86 , 88) 
greve the nought at it, 
And I shal  saie the reasonne why, 
e e c. e c e o o • • • • • • • • • •  
We shal le be as goddis , thou and I. 
(York V. 89-90, 92) 
It is ironic that Eve (fl e·sh) attempts to justify to reason why 
they should do "amys" when it is he , the higher order of the 
hierarchy, that should be justifying to her why they should not 
do "amys. 1 1  When Adam fi nal ly gives in to her "reed " and the 
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devi 1 's wishes, reason is overcome by a lower order in the hierarchy-­
flesh. When Adam ( reason) consents to Eve, the fleshly temptress, 
the sin becomes 1 1actueel, 1 1  
Once the Sin is "actueel 11 Adam and Eve understand what they 
have done. Just as God had hinted earlier, they now know both 
good and evil. Their first reaction is one of shame : they see 
their "fa 1 s dede" ( LC 247) and their nakedness ( Chester 258). 
Their next reaction is to put the blame elsewhere ; Adam considers 
1 8Adam's debating over whether or not to eat the apple 1 1prof­
fered by Eve "  as seen in these plays had significance for the medie­
val audience. If Adam (reason) had not consented to the wishes of 
Eve (flesh) there would never have been an Original Sin. Without 
the Original Sin man's nature would not have fallen ; therefore, 
man's world and hierarchies would not be disordered. For an illustra­
tion of this debate see Queen Mary ' s  Psalter, Pl. 5 .  
hi s "fleshly frend, 11 Eve, to be hi s "fo 11 (LC 248) ;  and Eve con­
s i ders the adder her foe. After they blame each other and the 
wonn, neither one wanting any part of the blame themselves, they 
again  feel shame. In thei r  shame they hi de thei r pri vy parts 
from each other w ith fi g leaves, and then they go i nto the cover 
of the bushes to hi  de themse 1 ves from God. 
Not long after Adam and Eve go into hid i ng, God calls to 
Adam and asks why he has s i nned. In all cycle dramati zati ons of 
the Fall, Adam agai n  blames Eve: 
Lord I have wrought agens thi wyll 
I sparyd nat my sylf to spylle 
the wcxnan that thou toke me tylle 
sche brought me ther to 
It was here counsell and here reed 
Sche bad me do the same deed 
I wa 1 ke as  wenn w i  th-o·utn wede 
A-wey i s  schrowde and sho. 
(LC 285-292) 
God then asks Eve why she s i nned. She does not w i sh to ta ke the 
b 1 ame ei ther: 
Thi s adder ,  lorde , shee was my foe, 
And sotheli e  deceaved me thoe, 
and made me to eate that meate . 
(Chester 292-296) 
The medi eval audi ence would be very much aware of the fact that 
Adam and Eve had both put thei r bl ame on a female as temptress (Eve, 
or the serpent wi th a ma i den ' s  face). The aud ience would also 
be aware of the fact that although both Adam and Eve try to hi de 
thei r  guilt from God, thi s i s  i mposs ible si nce he knows all. 
The consequence of the Ori g inal Sin i s  that the order of 
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Creation is disturbed v Instead of taking care of the Garden of 
Paradise, Adam and Eve have to " swete and syvnke,/ and trauayle 
for • •• fode" on 1 1 erthe 0 1  ( York V o l 61- 1 62)ci Because his reason has 
been overcome by the fl esh Adam is  pun i shed for believing Eve's 
tale: 
Adam, for thou trowvd hir take 
He sendi s  the worde and sais thou shalle 
lyffe ay in sorrow, 
Abide and be in  bi tter bale , 
ti lle he the borowe. 
( York Vl e 36-40) 
The latter line l ooks fo ruard momentarily to Christ, the new Adam, 
who will save manki nd. Then Eve i s  chastized . Because she had 
acted as an instrumen t  of Satan i n  tempting her husband, and be­
cause "delight" has entered through her person she is told that: 
thy m ischi e fe I shall multeply : 
with pennaunce , sorrow, and great anoye 
thy chil dren shal t thou beare. 
and for thou hast done so to daye , 
the man shall mayster thee alwaye, 
and under his power thou shalt be aye 
thee for to dri ve and deere . 
( York VI. 3 1 4-320) 
She is told that she shall be "in daungere and in deth d redynge/ 
in to thi lyvys ende 1 1  (LC 339-340). It is pertinent to note that 
once the sin is 1 1actuel1 11 the worl d is no longer a place of joy 
and bliss, but also a p l ace of sorrow, misery and death. In this 
now disordered world there is also disharmony in the marriage rela­
tionship . Adam dislikes the fact that the world is fallen and that 
because of their sin, 
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Alle this worlde is wroth with mee, 
This  wote I wel e, 
( York VI. 115-116) 
He argues with Eve saying, "A l l as ! what womans witte was light ! "  
(York VI. 133). Eve counters that since woman's wit was light, 
"Man's maistrie shulde have bene more/ agayns the gilte" (York 
VI.137-1 38) ;  man shoul d  have " turnyd " her thought (York VI. 133). 
The argument  continues with Adam bewail ing his fate as the result 
of trusting a woman : 
Now all my kinde by me is kent, 
to flee womans intisement ; 
whoe trustes them i n  anye intente, 
truly he is decayved. 
( Chester 349-352) 
Here Adam anachronisti ca l ly emphasizes the medieval viewpoint that 
woman as the lower order i n  the marriage hierarchy should never be 
trusted for she often ove rcomes man in his weaker moments. Adam 
blames her fleshy "inti sement 1 1  sayi ng : 
My licourous wife hath bene my foe, 
the devill es envye shent me also, 
they twayne together wel l  may goe, 
the sister and the brother ! 
(Chester 353-356) 
The association of Eve wi th Satan (her brother) is again a reminder 
to medieval man that where woman is present, other dangers are pre­
sent. Adam, who has learned from experience that the lower orders 
can overcome reason, warns the audience once more that, 
god let never man trust them twoo, 
the one more than the other ! 
( Chester 359-360) 
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Eventuall y Adam ( reason) does try to comfort his fl es h ,  
He tells Eve that � 
I wyl not sle ffleschly  of my fflesch 
Ffor of my ffl esh .. thi ffl es h was wrought 
Our hap was hard a oure wytt was nesch. 
(LC 393-395 ) 
By admitting that their "wytt was nesch u Adam indicates .that he 
realizes that a hierarchy exi s ted which they had broken. Their re­
action now is one of sorrow as i s  exemplified b.Y Eve's wretched 
state: 
I wende as wrecch in wel som way 
in blake bus s hys mus t my bowre xal be . 
• • • • • o o e o «.i (ll ♦ � o u • • •  
my husbond i n  l os t  be-cause of me 
leve s pouse now thou fonde 
Now stumble we on sta l k and ston 
my wyt a-wey is fro me gon o 
( LC 380-381 , 385- 388 ) 
Adam says that the only way out of this wretched state of stumbling 
through life is to reorder the i r ma rriage and world. They also 
must start 1 ook i ng more to thei r new 1 if e. As they go forth to­
gether, he must labor to f ind food and she must spin to clothe 
and keep them warm. Their woe , as compared to the bliss which they 
once knew, will continue says Adam : 
Tyll sum comforth o f  qodys sonde 
with grace releve oure careful mynde 
Now come go we hens wyff G 
( LC 41 0-4 1 3) 
Even though Eve is reminded that God ' s  son will come, she still 
feels wretched, and admits the sin and its effects : 
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Alas that ever we wrought this synne 
our bodely sustenauns for to wynne 
ye must delve and I xal spynne 
in care to ,ledyn our lyff. 
(LC 413-416) 
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Thus, the creation-fall plays in the cycles end with Adam and Eve look­
ing ahead to a life of toil and "care"--the kind of life the medieval 
audience knew well . 
In surmiary, Eve's thematic importance in the Garden scenes of 
the Corpus Christi plays is that of a unifying character showing man's 
fallen nature as the result of Original Sin. Eve is first created as 
Adam's mate and companion. Without her, his life would be lonely and 
Creation would not be perfect ; with her, Creation is perfected ; but be­
cause of her it is later marred; and just as Adam is made happy, so 
too is he made sad . Eve is spiritually "blynde, 1 1 "defe," and 1 1dombe 11 
in the Garden. Eve is 1 1 blynde 11 because she "sawe the edder and con­
sentid to is entizement , 1 1  for this adder was as the fiend who had 
come to beguile her. She is spiritually 11defe 1 1 because she 1 1 harde 
hym and than brake the coll1Tlaundement of God. 1 1  And she is spiritually 
"dombe" because she "spake to the eddur and left rioddes wordes" (Ross, 
.p. 146 ).  Because of these qualities, and because of  her own foolish 
pride, she takes the fiend's suggestion and eats of the apple, there­
by, disobeying God and destroying the proper order of Creation. 
Pride, the "sin of rebellion against God, 1 1 the "sin of ex­
aggerated individualism" was thought of as one of the most "heinous" 
sins in the Middle Ages, for 
a civilization in which order and balance were the chief ideals 
could not look upon the vice of . pride lightly: it struc k at the 
roots of society both human and divine ••.• Pride meant rebellion, 
dangerous independent thin king, setting up one ' s  interests as 
supreme; meant disobedience, upsetting the divinely appointed 
order •••• So it was that to medieval order and discipline, pride 
appeared as the worst of all the sins and root of all evil.19 
"Pride ' s  special blindness, 11 20 in Eve ' s  case is blindness to her na­
ture and limits. Because her desires lead her to rebel against her 
God and against her husband, Eve appears as the worst of all sin-
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ners in the medieval English Corpus Christi plays. She has a 1 1long­
f og for knowledge and understanding" which does not belong to her, for 
"it is against Nature and contrary to all Reason that anyone but 
Christ should know all things. 112 1  Eve rebels against her husband 
in not asking reason 's  advice before eating of the apple; in medie­
val tenns flesh operated wrongly without the "guidance of spirit" 
(Robertson, p. 303). She exerts her individualism to a point beyond 
the realms of the marriage hierarchy when she tempts Adam, thus turn­
ing the marriage hierarchy "up-so-doun. 11 The woe that Eve suffers 
as the result of her "marriage of inversion" ( Robertson, p. 330 ) serves 
to remind all medieval women that they should be good wives who have 
the qualities of "submission , obedience, and constant attention
1 1 22 
to their husbands and to God. 
19Morton W. Bloomfield , The Seven Deadly Sins , Stud. in Lang. 
and Lit., XIV (East Lansing, Michigan: State College Press, 1952), 
75. 
20Rosemond Tuve, Alle orical Ima er : Some Medieval Books and 
Their Posterity { Princeton : Princeton n1v. Press, 96 
2 1 Langland, p .  1 80 .  
22Power, p. 99. 
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Not only is Eve ' s  sin a reminder to women, but even more im­
portant it is a reminder to all mankind that as the result of the Ori­
ginal Sin all men have fallen natures. None may live in this world 
"wyth-oute zenne" (Ayenbite, p. 74); none may live without constantly 
fighting sin and temptation. The devil constantly tempts a man to 
cormiit the sins to which that man is most inclined: 
and to that synne he \'1 1 11 evermore nyght and day tempte h_ym ther­
to . For the dewell, as seynt Gregore Sayth, hase the condicions 
of a theffe. For what tyme that a theeffe will breke an hous or 
a wall, where the hous is febull este and the wall lowest, ther 
will he sonest breke in. (Ross, p. 218) 
Because the devil tempts man where he is weakest ( as he tempted Eve 
in pride), it is difficult for any man to keep his hierarchies ri�ht 
side up (Robertson, p. 503). According to the medieval mystic Dame 
Julian of Norwich, man is " fickle in this life, and by his frailty 
and ignorance falls into sin. He is essentially weak and foolish, and 
his will can be overborne .•  ., he is blind to God. 1123 Even the worthiest 
and strongest of men as Solomon, Samson, and David were overcome by 
sin, especially sin of the flesh in their moments of weakness: 
And yef thou wylt habbe uorbisnes: thench thet non ne wes 
stronger thanne samson fortin. ne wiser thanne salomon. 
more milder thanne dauid . and alneway uillen be wyfmen . 
bi te , p • 204 ) 
ne 
(Ayen-
One may ask why God permitted man ' s will to be overborne, 
why he permitted man to be blind to God, why he permitted Eve and 
all Christian men to sin when he knew their nature was weak . The 
23clifton Wolters, trans. Julian of Mon-1ich: Revelations of Di­
vine Love (" Penguin books"; Bal timore, Md. : Penguin Books, 1966), • 
p. l 34. 
medieval answer as stated in an English medieval sermon i s: 
••• for to shewe is/ lordeshippe and that he ys lorde of all the 
worlde. Than in that , that he is lord ••• than it longeth to hym 
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to be ryghtwisse ; that is to/ sey to zelde goode men good thinqes, 
and to evyll men evyll. (Ross, p. 29) 
God also permitted sin because: 
He moste also/ suffre men to done yll to shew ys mercy, the wiche 
is/ chefe of ys verkes, as David seyth; for giffe men tres-/ 
pased not, thei needed not to ·- has ke mercy. So then for/ ryght 
and for mercy and fore oure best he suffres U$ to/ don evyll/ 
for and we amend, than owre joye shall be/ encresed. (Ross, p. 29) 
Not until Eve sins does she really understand God's lordship nor does 
she have need to ask mercy. Once God has permitted sin, the first 
good thing that he does is to bring the sinner to his senses so he 
can see his wrongs as was exemplified by Eve in the Corpus Christi 
plays. By "the yefhe/ of connynge·" man sees 1 1 huet he is and ine 
huet peril he is. and huannes he comth. and huyder he geth. and thet 
he deth" (Ayenbite, p .  115) . Only after Eve sins does she realize 
that as one of God's children she should not have tried to be as 
God for only He knows all things. She sees the wrong that she has 
done in letting the serpent deceive her, and in tempting Adam. Be­
cause Eve sees her faults she can be considered "blessed." The 
Ayenbite (p. 160) states that Christ does not say "blessed be they 
who sin not," but "'ybli ssed byeth tho that wepeth/ uor hy ssole by 
conforted.' That is to zigge: tho byeth yblissed: thet yzyeth 
(seeth) and onderstondeth and knoweth wel hire defautes." 
Only when Eve k·nows her own fau1 ts and sees her "imper­
fections" (Ayenbite , p .  11 5) and her "unworthiness" (Ayenbite, p. 130) 
is she ready to accept God and to ask for mercy . I n  accepti ng God 
Eve is sorry for her sins and the hi erarch i ca l  rel ati onshi p  between 
God and man is restored to its natural  order . The "order of mercy 
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is  part of the natural order of the created worl d "  {Robertson, p .  1 25 ) . 
When fl esh obeys reason, the man-wife h i erarchy is also restored . 
By these exampl es medi eval man is .. shown that even though his own 
nature is fal l en he can reorder h is worl d of "up-so-doun" h ierarch ies. 
The way to reorder this s i nfu 1 worl d as seen in  the creati on-fa 1 1  
pl ays of the Corpus Christi cycl es is for man to try to keep his 
reason in control of his fl esh and to ask forgi veness whenever he 
si ns.  
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CHAPTER III: REPENTANT WOMEN 
A .  Noah's Wife 
The "grand design" of the Corpus Christi pl ays begins at a 
"fixed point and woul d end at Doomsday . 1 11 W ithin this design is a 
"patterning of human experience" which sees " humankind" as a "singl e 
estate, defined by the instincts and limitations of a fall en nature. 112 
As a resul t of the Original Sin, even good men and women have fall en 
natures. Even though these men may sin in the beginning, once they 
accept God and ask for forgiveness of their sins they become God's 
children: 
The ultimate mystery of how it is possible for a fal len man to do 
good is never posed by this drama in abstract t2nns . It more simpl y 
and useful ly imitates historical actions that had pleased God and 
shows their origin i n  a common human nature. The ultimate virtue 
of the good is obedience, and later charity; whatever their initial 
instinct, in the end they bi nd themselves to God 1 s will, and though 
they remain categori§al ly separate from Him, they become His good and chosen servants � 
In the drama one of the main historical actions after the Fal l of Man 
whi ch shows man's nature as first fallen and his worl d as disordered, 
but then shows man's nature as obedient and his worl d as re-ordered, 
is the Flood as experi enced by Noah's wife. A study of the Towneley 
play Noah and the Ark4 will show how one woman reorders her rel a­
tionship with her husband and her God . 
1Thomas, p. 14. 
2Kolve, p. 264. 
3Kolve, p. 264. 
4Alfred w. Poll ard, ed. , Noah and the Ark, in The Townel ey 
Pl ay2 EETS E. S. 71 (1897;. rpt. London: 
Oxford Univ . Press, 1 966), 
pp 3-40. 'subsequent references to this pl ay will _ appear in the 
text in the shortened fonn--Noah--foll owed by the l1 ne number(s) 
given in arabic numbers . 
-
Because the med i eval audience knew their natures to be fallen 
and were therefore interested i n  res to ri ng the prope r hierarchies, 
they listened with a 1 1simpl e credulity 1 1  and "wi th a reverence" to 
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the pageants, from wh i ch they coul d take example. As they li stened, 
they awaited with "keenest expectation G e o the invented episodes where 
traditi on confonned i tsel f to da i l y 1 i fe ., " 5 Such a n  invented episode 
involves Noah ' s  wi fe as s een i n  the Townel ey p l ay of the Flood. From 
the "bare scri ptura l fac t" tha t  Noah had a wi fe , a wife sometimes 
seen as the " O l d  Testament prototype of Mary , 1 1 6 was born " a  comic char-
acter and a dramati c trad i tion o o � so fami l i ar  and loved in the English 
Middle Ages that she became a k i nd of parad igm of human character : she 
was the root form of the s h rewi s h  wi fe , and her relationship with Noah 
became the archetype of everyday m�ri ta 1 i nfel icity . 1 17 The fact that 
Noah's wife was d i sobedi ent i l i ke the fi rst woman  Eve , and ''thus shared 
with us all the ord·i nary human weaknesses
1 1 made her a "popular char­
acter. 1 18 
5Gayley, p. xxxv 0 Fo r the Engl i sh tradi �ion ofi the
1
legend of 
Noah's wife see Anderson , p $ 1 08 ;  Anna Jean M1 11 , Noah s \-Ji fe Again, 1
1 
.e.MlA, LXV ( September 1 94 1 ) $ 6 1 3- 620 ; and Al an  H �  Nel�on, "'Sacred' 
and 'Secu 1 a r • currents ; n the Towne 1 ey Pl ay of Noah , Drama Survey 
(Winter 1 964 ) . 
6Mi 1 1  , p. 61 5 .  
7Kolve, p. 1 46 .  Noah ' s  wi fe i s  ofter� "compared \:lith Chaucer'� 
Wi fe of Bath as a s pec i me n  of the aggres s i vely se l f-w1 ll�d spous
e , . .  
say F. Hopper and Geral d 8 0 Lahey � eds * , Medieva l  M�ster1 es, _ Mor
al 1 ti es, 
and Interludes ( Great Neck , N �  V G : Barron' s  Educati onal Ser
i es, Inc., 
1962), p. 35. She is al so  seen as an offspring of Prove
rbs a nd of 
the native pulpit; see Owst , p .  492 e 
8 Thomas , p .  1 3 .  
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Al though i t  h as been s ta ted by such an authority as Pol lard 
that  popul a r  characte rs l ike Noah ' s  wife 1 1 are obvi ous l y  i ntroduced for 
the s a ke of rel ief , 1 1 9 these comic characters have purpos es  fa r more im­
portan t .  E ven  thoug h there is  1 1 bo i s terous ho rse-p 1 ay occasioned by No­
ah ' s  wife 1 1 1 0  there i s  a l so the seri ous nes s wh i ch l ooks back  to Eve , the 
firs t disobedient wi fe �  No t on ly  does the cha racter  of Noa h ' s  wife l ook 
bac k  to Eve but s he al so rep resents anachron i s ti ca l l y  a l l disobedient 
wives i n  the Middl e Ages s S he se rves as an exampl e to the medieval au­
dience of how they mi ght reorder thei r 1 1 up-so-doun 1 1  hiera rchies : s he 
does so by obeying her husband and by accepti ng her God . 
The Townel ey pl ay of  Noah and the Ark beg i ns with Noah re­
capitula ting even ts from the Creati on  to the time of this p l ay .  Noah 
mentions Adam and Eve who) we re pl aced i n  P aradi se  to multip l y  "wi th­
out discord " ( Noah 31 ) "  Th ere i s  thema ti c fores hadowing in the l at­
ter words for j us t  as Adam and Eve found much discord in their own 
ma rriage and world , so too wi l l  Noah and h i s wi fe find dis cord in 
thei r marriage and wor1 d when fl es h tries to overcome reas on as  wi 1 1  
be s hown 1 ater ; n thi s s tudy ., Because the fi end "entys ed man to 
gl otony , /  s tyrd him to syn i n  p ri de 1 1  ( Noah 37 ) , God p u t  man out of 
Pa radise .  But becau se o f  h i s l ove for man , God made mercy 
9Alf red w .  Po l l a rd ,  Engl is h  Miracl e P l ays , Morali ties a n d  I n­
terludes :  Speci mens  and Extracts , 5th ed . (Oxford : Cl arendon Pres s , 
1909) , p .  xl i . 
1 OMarti a 1 Rose , ed . , The Wakefield Mf tery Pl a,r. ( Garden C
i ty , 
N. Y . :  Anchor Books-�Doubleday and Co e ,  962) , P ·  ol · 
possi bl e to a l l those who woul d bel ieve in him as Noah says : 
Oyl e  of mercy he hus h i gh t,/ as I have 
hard red, 
To euery 1 i fyng wight/ that  wold l uf hym 
and d red . 
There is thematic prefiguring a lso i n  the above passage as Noah 's 
wi fe wi l l  i n  the end accept and pra ise God , thus recei vi ng h is mer­
cy . 
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As a resul t  of man 's Origina l Sin and fal len nature, the 
descendants of  Adam and Eve si n greatl y .  Noah sees th is sf n a l l around 
h i m  and says : 
Bot now before his si ght/ every l i ffyng 
leyde 
Most party day and nygh t/ syn i n  word 
and dede 
Ful l bol d , --
Som i n  pri de, i re, and envy, 
Som in covetyse and g l otyny , 
Som i n  s l oth and lechery 
And other wi se many-fol d .  
( Noah 48-54 ) 
Noah is worried ; he dreads the vengeance wh i ch is sure to come to 
this chaotic worl d, " For syn is now a l od wi thout any repentance" 
(� 1 56 ) . This wa rns an ev i l  medieval worl d that they shoul d 
repent now . Noah is one of the few souls, who, in  his "sex hundreth 
yeris and od " ( Noah 57 ) has lived in hannony with God ; Noah is much 
disappointed i n  his fel l ow man and he prays that even though si n is 
al l around him he may continue to l i ve without si n .  
God, too, is disappointed wi th man whom he created to be " a l l 
angels abuf, l i ke to the Trynyte" { Noah 83 ) .  God says man was to 
" l uf me paramoure/ By reson, and repent" ( Noah 80-81 ) .  Man was 
· to be obedient , but instead: 
• ••  full low ligis 
he, 
In erth hymsel f to stuf/ with syn that dis­
pleasse me 
Most of al l .  
( Noah 84-86) 
God decides to flood 11medil1 -erd 11 ( Noah 1 00) because "ffor me no man 
is ferd" ( Noah 1 02). Al l wil l be destroyed: 
Sayf Noe and his wife , 
For thay wol d neuer stryfe 
With me ne me offend. 
All shall I fordo 
With floodis that shall floo ; 
Wirk shall I thaym wo , 
That wil l not repent. 
( Noah 1 06- 1 08 ,  1 1 4- 1 1 7) 
However , although Noah and his wife had "neuer stryfe" with God , they 
have a struggle with each other as flesh tries to overcome reason. 
But because the woman later reorders the hierarchies by accepting God 
when she obeys her hus band and enters the ark, she is saved when the 
other sinners are drowned. It is significant that just as the waters 
flooded the earth duri ng the time of Noah and drowned the sinners, so 
shall another flood come on the Day of Doom to consume sinners with 
fire and brimstone. 
God gives Noah· instructions on how to buil d the ark. Then 
God tells him that while he is building the ark "with the shal no 
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man fyght/ nor do the no kyn wrake 11 (Noah 1 38). However, it is 
ironic that even though no man will give him trouble during the build­
ing of the ark, his wife will give him much trouble after the ark is 
completed. When Noah has finished his work he i s  to take his wife . 
his sons, and their wi ves into the ark along with two of each kind 
of beast, male and fema l e, and food enough for them all. After he 
has heard God's instructions , Noah says he will hurry home to tell 
hi s wife the news; but at the same time he ponders what s he wi 11  
say and do since she is  often: 
. .. .  fu1 te thee , 
For 1 i ti 11 oft angre; 
If any-thyng wrang be, 
Soyne is she wroth . 
( Noa h 1 86- 1 89 )  
The first real hint of the wife ' s  true character has been given be­
fore she ever appears on stage . 
The disharmony between Noah and his wife is shown in Noah 
lines 190-248. Noah ' s wi fe is set up as the antagoni stic female 
immediately. In  repl y to Noah ' s  q uestion of how she fares, she says 
"the wars I thee see ! "  ( Noah 1 9 1 ) .  She complains that while she 
works Noah plays. The audience, knowing that Noah is soon to be 
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hard at work on the ark, can now have no doubt as to why Noah had 
earlier worried about his wife's testines s. Noah tells her that he 
has tidings of bad news , but the wife threatens to beat him .for always 
being "adred ,/ be it f�ls or trew 11 ( Noah 201); their marriage roles 
are reversed as she shoul d not be threatening him but rather he should 
be threatening her. Noah's wife then addresses the audience in an 
aside typical of the way that medi eval women mi ght talk to their gos­
s i ps : "We women may wary/ al l il l husbandis" (Noah 208 ) .  Noah's 
anger starts to rise and continues when she adds: "I have oone, 
bi Mary/ that l owsyed me of my bandis ! "  (Noah 209). She goes on 
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to expl ain that she must appear with countenance "ful l sory" ( Noah 
211),  and that she must wring her hands for 1 1 drede" (Noah 2 1 2) 
because that is the thing for her to do. Noah's anger increases with 
these words and he tel l s  his wife to quit tal king or he wil l make her 
be quiet. She swears mil dl y ,  saying if he strikes her she wil l strike 
back. We soon find out that she keeps her word when she throws a 
thong at Noah after he has struck at her. When he strikes again she 
swears that she wil l now strike three times for two but he promises 
to "qwyte" her anyway (Noah 228). Final l y  Noah prevail s in the fight­
ing ; he tel l s  her that she is noisy both in her whining and in her strik­
ing. Noah then speaks to the audience of her noisiness and disobedi­
ence saying that she shrieks even after she has al ready struck. He says 
that there are none others l ike her on middl e-earth. This is ironic 
because there are many l ike her on middl e-earth incl uding al l of those 
who are later drowned and some of those in the audience. Noah's wife's 
noisiness and disorder can be said to be representative of those who 
wil l be destroyed by the Fl ood and of those in the audience who wil l 
be destroyed by the future fl ood of fire on the Day of Doom. At the end 
of this funny scene where the husband comes out victorious, Noah goes 
off to work on the ark as his wife sits down to spin. Noah's wife's 
spinning is a reminder to the medieval woman that she is rel ated to Eve 
iconographical l y. As if to emphasize the point that fl esh contin­
uousl y tries to overcome reason, the playwright has Noah , upon his 
departure, ask his wife to pray for him. She refuses to do so. 
After the ark is completed, Noah goes hastily to get his wife 
and family to come aboard . When he approaches his wife, she demands 
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to know what ails her husband since he is in such a hurry ; she also 
demands to know the details of what is to happen. Because she de­
mands to know these things, the medieval audience would see that the 
hierarchy of reason-fl esh is not in its proper order; reason should 
not have to justify anything to flesh. Noah tells her of the approach­
ing flood and how all will be drowned except them and their children. 
Noah's wife is afraid of the tale but says she will help carry the 
supplies aboard only " for  drede of a skelp" { Noah 323 ) like those 
Noah has used on her before. 
When the ark i s  fil l ed with suppl ies, Noah (reason} begins 
to try to persuade h i s  wife (flesh) to come aboard: 
•• • as it i s  skil , her.e must vs 
abide grace ; 
Therfor, wife, with good will/ com into 
this place. 
(Noah 334- 335 ) 
Because the ark was seen iconographically by the medieval audience 
as the Church,11 it is significant that in the l atter line Noah says 
that she must with "good wi 1 1 11 come into the ark. Likewise, a 11 
sinners must accept God with good will by coming into the Church if 
they desire mercy. However, Noah ' s  wife is interested only in herself 
11Emile Male, The Gothic Image: Religious Art in France of 
of the Thirteenth Century, trans . from 3rd ed. by Dora Nussey (1913 ;  
rpt . New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1958), p. 154. 
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and her daily task of sp i nning. Her not wanting to take the advice of 
her husband is symbol i c  of those sinners more interested in the plea­
sures of daily l i fe than i n  their God or the life to come. She is 
also symbolic of those persons who have no desire to reorder their 
11 up-so-doun 11 hierarchy of reason and fl esh . As she seats herself to 
spin she tel ls  Noah that i f  the advice of any man should hinder her 
she will hit him ;  she seems to forget that after the Fall, God said 
that woman was to be under man and was to take his advice always. 
Likewise , the worl d of s i nners about her has forgotten that man's 
purpose on earth i s  to l ove and praise God ; therefore theirs is a 
world of "up-so-dot.H'! t 0 hi erarch i es and discord; hannony in the medie­
val sense does not ex i s t �  
Noah appeal s  to her i po i nti ng out how the world around them 
is disordered : 
Behol d to the heuen ;/  the cat­
ractes a l l ,  
That are open ful l even ,/ grete and small, 
And the pl anetti s seuen/ l eft has thare 
s ta 1 1  , 
Thi se thoners and l evyn/ downe gar fall 
full s tou t �  
Both ha1 1 es and bowers , 
Castel s and towres ; 
Ful l sharp ar thi se s howers 
tha t renys aboute . 
( No!b_ 343-35 1 ) 
The fact that the p l anets have l eft their places i s  a prophecy to 
the medieval people that their worl d ,  too , is :upside down and wi ll 
someday be flooded again , b ut w i th fire instead of rain . -The dis­
ordered state of the worl d  and of the marriage reflect one another, 
as Kolve says: 
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God 's great worl d is turned upsi de down just as i s  man ' s  l ittl e 
world, and for the same reason : proper maistrye has been des­
troyed. Just as fallen man is rebel lious to his master, God, so 
too is the wi fe rebell ious to her husband, and only when ·the proper 
human relationship is re-established does the universal order be­
gin to reconstruct its elf.1 2  
Noah pleads once more for order, but the wife is stil l more interested 
in carrying out earthly tasks and orders Noah to go mend his shoes. 
That the wife is more concerned with the trivial and fl eeting aspects 
of l ife than wi th the more i mportant and lasting things of salvation 
and grace again emphasizes the 11up-so-doun" cond i tion of her state. 
Noah's children plead with their mother to come into the ark, . 
but she says that they carp i n  vain  (Noah 360). When Noah com­
plains of his wife 1 s tarryi ng, she says his words mean nought to her. 
He threatens to beat her ,  but she · tells him to go ahead for she will 
not cry mercy. It is s ignificant that like the rest of the sinners 
( in the play and in the aud i ence) who have not asked for mercy, she 
wil l not be able to asks ei ther, if she stays out of the ark or away 
from the Church and the forgi veness of God much l onger. 
Noah's wife aga i n  addresses the audience, this time not just 
tel l ing women to beware 0 i l1 1 1 husbands but wishing the ulti mate evi l 
that her own husband were dead so she will not have to have anyone 
over her. The fact that the wife (flesh) wishes to rid herself of 
her husband (reason) again poi nts up her "up-so-doun" sta te of dis­
obedience. Noah, hearing his wife
1 s wish, advises the young men in 
the audience to chastise their wives while they are young if they 
12 
Ko 1 ve , p .  1 50  • 
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l ove their l ives ; he wf l l  set an exampl e  for them by punishing hi's own 
wife (Noah 401-402 ) . The presence of the humorous fighting scene be­
tween reason and fl esh "sweetens the moral pil l 1 1 13. of the impending 
flood and the fact that a l l the other sinners · shal l be washed away. 
The hunil iation of Noah ' s  wife by her husband's coming out victorious 
in their fight hel ps b ring her back to human size!�she suddenl y is 
adread since the waves are getti ng so wide , and she rushes into the 
ark (Church). The · waves can be seen as a prefiguring of baptism which 
al so washes away sin. The wife suddenl y bel ieves that there is in­
deed someone most powerful who can bring her to death; because of her 
bel ief she cries out , "This is a perl ous case./ Hel p, God, when we 
cal l !" (Noah 431 -432) .. This cal l for God 1 s hel p emphasizes the need 
for al l sinners to ask for God 0 s forgiveness. 
Once Noah's wi fe has come aboard the ark, the worl d and al l 
the hierarchies withi n i t  begin to be reordered. When Noah ( reason) 
asks his wife to take the ti l l er , she (fl esh) immediatel y obeys ; the 
husband-wife rel ationshi p is again in its proper order. Other signs 
of order are seen in the worl d around them when Noah discovers that 
the waters are waning and that , "Now are the weders cest/ and cateractes 
knyt,/  Both the most and the 1 ees t" (Noah 451-452). The wife ' s  be-
1 i ef in the Creator i s  streng thened when she sees the sun shine again 
in the "eest" (Noah 453) , ·and when the sea "wanys i• · (Noah 459) enough 
13 Thomas , p • 13. 
l 4Ko 1 ve , p • 21 5 • 
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that Noah can touch the ground wi th his h and . When she is told that 
they have landed on the hills of Armenia she not only believes in God 
but shows her bel i ef openl y by blessing Him, "Tha t  thus for us or­
dand ! " (Noa'l 468) . She has reordered the hierarchies of her world 
by submitting to the ru l e  of her husband and by accepting her God in 
coming aboard the ark .  Because the other sinners do not reorder their 
chaotic worlds by accepti ng God or by putting flesh under reason, they 
are drowned as is seen by Noa h ' s  family when they l eave the ark. 
Noah explains that  " a l l  is away" ( Noah 537) except for them­
sel ves. Pride , fl esh l y  sin , and world ly  pl easures caused the down­
fall of all the rest of the world . Just as Adam and Eve had a t  first 
been bl ind to their true na tures, so too were all of the drowned sin­
ners. However , unl i ke Adam and Eve and Noah's wife, the d rowned had 
not reordered their worl d ; they remained blind. As the play draws to 
a close , the rel a ti onsh i p  between Noah ' s  wife, her husband, and her 
God is once again in a proper hierarchical order. Noah ' s  wife ' s  fi­
nal concern over the l ost souls is  a warning to the audience that  
they should follow her exampl e in accepting God by submitting flesh to 
reason--by reordering their sinfu l worlds before it is too l a te. 
B .  The Adulterous Woman 
Another female charac ter who first sins against God and 
order but who later is sorry for her sins, accepts God, and asks 
for mercy is the Ludas Coventriae Woman Adulterer. Like Noah's 
wife who is disobedient to her husband ( reason ) ,  the Woman Adul-
terer is disobedient to her God (the ultimate reason). In  
their  disobedience both women commit adultery in the medieval sense, 
but because of their repentance both women also reorder their mar­
riages. Although there i s  no indication that the Woman Adulterer 
repents in the biblical account John V III .3-11, the Corpus Christi 
dramatists sugges t  that the Woman Adulterer is important a s  a re­
pentant sinner. This i s  emphasized in the Ludas Coventriae play 
The Woman taken in Adu l tery.
1 5  
Through her character the audience 
can see that to repent i s  to reordei one's earthly and everlasting 
1 i fe. 
The play beg i ns wi th Jesus s peaki ng directly to the audience 
saying: 
Man for thi synne ta ke repentaunce: 
If  thou amende that i s  amys, 
Thou hevyn xa l , be thin herytaunce. 
( Homan 1-3) 
The playwright s tates hi s theme of repentance in the opening s peech, 
and continues to repeat thi s doctr i nal point again and again : 
Yett mercy to has ke l oke thou be hold; 
(Woman 5) 
Tho that you synnys  be nevyr so grett 
For hem be sad and as ke mercy; 
( Woman 8-9) 
Thow thous mys-happe and synne ful sore 
Yit turne Agen and mercy crave; 
ha� k; th�u ·m;r�y · a�d
.
tho� �h�lt ha�e : 
( Woman 20-21 , 23) 
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15K. s .  Block, ed . ,  The Woman taken in Adultery, in Ludas Cov­
entriae or The Plaie called Corpus Chris ti , EETS, E. S. 1 20 (1922 ; rpt. 
London: Oxford Univ . Pres s ,  1960) , pp. 200-209. Subsequent references 
to this play will appear in the text in the shortened form--Woman--
followed by the line number(s)a  
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Jesus's statement that , 1 1 Iff thou aske mercy, I sey nevyr nay" ( \�oma n 
16), prepares the aud i ence for an " ' everyman' drama--not history, but 
a personal experienci ng of the mystery of Redemption.11 16 In  this per­
sonal experiencing , both the Woman Adulterer and the members of the 
audience are able to reorder their sinful lives. 
The Ludas Coventr iae playwright has Jesus al so state the se­
condary theme of the p l ay ,  the theme which is prima ry in the Biblical 
account: 
Uppon thy neybore be not vengabyl, 
Ageyn the 1awe if he offende ; 
Lyke as he i s 9 thou art unstabyl-­
Thyn owyn frel te evyr thou attende. 
Eve r-more thi neybore helpe to Amende 
Evyn as thou wol dyst he xulde the ; · 
Ageyn hym wrath i f  thou accende 
The same/ i n  happ wyl l  fa 11 e on the. 
( Woman 25-31 ) 
Just as Christ has mercy on man ,  man must have a mercy on his fellow 
man. However, so that  the audi ence will not consider  the above to 
be the mai n  theme, the playwri ght has the real message stated once 
again before the action begi ns :  
Who so As ke mercy, he xal have grace-­
Lett no man dowte for his mysdede 
But evyr  Aske mercy whyl he hath space. 
(Woman 38-40) 
Because of the immi nence of death in medieval England, the English 
people were constantly tol d that the mercy of tomorrow might be too 
1 ate. Therefore, through the examp 1 e of the Wom·an Adulterer, man 
could see that he would receive mercy by reordering his world of 
16 Prosser , p • 1 O 5 • 
adu l tery by repentance now . I n  the medieval sense the adul terer who 
repented , reordered the hierarchy of reason and fles h .  
The action begin s with a Pharisee and Scribe p l otting what 
they can do again st Jes us whom they see as  a hypocrite . The Banns  
of the L udas Coventriae cycl e h ad earl ier "whet the interest of 
the s pectators , 1 1 says Cawl ey i n  E veryman and Medieval Miracl e Pl ays 
" by des cribin g the horns of t he dil emma prepared for Christ 11 1 7  by 
the Pharisee and the s cribe : 
they conseyveyd t his sotyl te 
yf cryst this woman dede dampne trewl y 
A-geyn his prechyng than dede he 
Hhi ch  was o f  pece and of mercy 
And yf he ded here s ave 
than were he  A-gens moyses l awe 
that byddyth with stonys s he xu l de be s l awe 
thus th ey towth undyr . ther Awe 
Cryst j hesu  for to haue . 
( Woman 286-294 ) 
The two evil men deci de that they wil l u se " a  fa l s  qwarel " l ike this 
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to " puttyn " h i m "in bl ame" ( Woman 56 ) . Then , an i nfo nner s uddenl y 
comes to the two men to tel l them of 1 1 a ryght good s porte" ( Woman 66 ) . 
He has j ust seen 1 1 a tal l man "  ( Homan 71 ) and a "fayre yonge qwene 1 1  
( Woman 66 ) go together I I  in to hyre chawmere" ( Woman 72 ) ,  a nd he t hinks  
it woul d be  good fun to  1 1 take them both to-gedyr/ Whyl 1 that thei do 
that synful  dede" ( Woman 75-76 ) . The scribe repl ies , " We s hal l hem 
ta ke , evyn in here synne , /  Here owyn trespas s hal l t hem indite " (Wo­
� 1 23- 1 24 ) . This is  significant for when they indite the  adu l terers , 
they a l so  indite themse l ves . 
1 7  Cawl ey ,  p .  1 31 .  
The comic scene which follows begins when the three men try 
to break down the doo r of the house in which the couple are having 
relations. The young man within, not wishing to be caught in his 
sin rushes out of the house in a state of undress, carrying his 
breeches in his hands e Words are exchanged between the three men 
and the youth, but the youth escapes without much difficulty. It 
is significant that the three men let the youth escape when he has 
sinned just as much as the woman .. Although some critics "approve 
the scene as sensationalism qua sensationalism . . •  breaking the general 
pall of tedium, 1118 the scene according to Miss Eileen Prosser does 
much more than that. First, it stresses the woman's guilt as real by 
showing the guilt of her partner in sex. Second, it reveals the 
woman's character by revealing the character of her bed partner who 
a.J lows her to take the b lame alone � Third, it reveals the character 
of the Jews who appear as cowards in watching the youth escape with­
out really trying to stop him . And fourth, the comic scene provides 
contrast for the scene of the woman asking mercy which follows. 19 
Because "laughter was a part of life, 1 1  and not just entertainment, 
it "could teach 11 ; 2 0  the funny scene of the youth struggling with 
his britches, cursing the Jews , and finally escaping makes the doc­
trines of repentance and mercy as seen by the woman's reordering 
18Prosser, p .  106 � 
19Prosser, p. 106. 
2°Kolve, pp. 1 27, 129. 
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her l i fe much  more memorable. 
In  answer to the calls of 11thou stotte, 11 thou hore and styn-
kynge bych clowte , 1 1 ( Woman 1 45 ,  147) the woman cries from within: 
A mercy , mercy , serys, I yow pray, 
Ffor Goddys l ove , have mercy on me , 
of mys-levynge me not be wray, 
have mercy on me , for charyte. 
(Woman 153-156 ) 
The pleas of the s upposed "bych "  are immediately set in contrast to 
the cursing and devi l - 1  i ke ways of the Jews, who reply, 11 Aske us no 
mercy , it xal not be "  ( Woman 1 58 ) . The refusal of the Jews would 
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be puzzling to the med i eval audience : sti ll fresh in their minds would 
be the words of Jesus that "eche man to othyr be mercyable 1 ' (Homan 32 ). 
In response to the woman 8 S promise of gold and s i l ver to each of them 
if they keep her name c l ean j the scribe says : 
To save suche s tottys , i t  xal not be 
We xal brynge the to such a game 
that a 1 1  advowtere r_ys xu 1 1 ern be the . 
(Woman 166-168 ) 
This is ironic , for a l l adulterers--people who live in a sinful and 
disordered world--sha l l indeed l earn from the woman ' s  example ; she 
shows medieval man how to reorder all lower orders in the hierarchy. 
The woman even pleads for death rather than being "sclaundyrd opynly" 
(Homan 173 ) when she says " to all my frendys it xul be shame : I 
pray yow, kylle me prevyly/ lete not the pepyl know my defame " (Wo­
man 1Z6). The fact that the woman worries about what her friends 
will think,and the shame that she  might cause them shows the woman's 
partial move towards goodness ; unlike the youth who runs away leaving 
her to face the gu i l t  a l one , s he cares for others and not j ust her­
self and what mi ght happen to her Q 
The Phari se� i n  answer to the woman 1 s plea for death says: 
"Ffy on the scowte th� devyl the qwel l e 11 (Woman 177). 
their plans of ta king her before the prophet where :  
thou sha l t haue l awe 
lyke as moyse doth charge ut ty1 1  
With grett s tm1ys thou xa1 t be sl awe � 
(Woman 1 82-1 84 ) 
He discloses 
The informer sei zes the woman and threatens to g i ve her a "clowte" 
if she goes not forth ; the scri be re i tera tes the informer ' s  threats 
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as the four of them cross  the s tage to the prophet. Their movement 
across the stage and thei r vocai l comments emphasi ze the disorder of 
their world . Hhen they reach the �J"rophet i the Pha risee acts as spokes­
man for the group : 
.. • we a l l yow p�ay 
to qyff trewe dom and jus t sentence 
Upon thi s  woman wh i c h  thi s same day 
I n  synful l  advo,otery hath don offense �  
( Woman 1 93- 1 96 ) 
It is ironic that a s  he a s ks Jes us to g i ve the woman a j ust sentence 
because of her sinfu l  actionsg he and h i s fri ends are being j udged for 
their sinful deeds. Bec�use the three men � s  sole pu rpose is to t�y 
to prove �esus a hypocrit e , and because they ha ve not shown mercy 
to the woman, these men s i tr1 0 I t  i s  very · i ron i c  tha t they have all 
physically come across the stage i n  a s tate of d i sorder , and they 
have all reached God. However ,  the Woman Adu l terer ( who has been 
forced to go there } s ubmi ts hersel f to the u l t imate reason--God , 
wh i l e t he men con ti nue i n  the i r disordered l i fe of reject i on .  
The informer and sc ri be are anxious for a verdict; they con­
tinue to argue for pun -i shment , respectively : 
What deth to hyre ye thynke most mete. 
(Homan 200) 
Shall we 1 ete here go qwyte agayn, 
or to h i re deth xal she be brought . 
( Woman 207-208) 
Jesus does not repl y to the i nd i c tments by the men, but rather wri tes 
on the ground w i th h i s  fi nger $ The woman , in a manner characteristi c  
of a medieval repentant , confes ses open l y  before her Chr i st :  
Now ,  ho 1 y prophe te , be mercyab le. 
Upon me j wrecc h � ta ke no vengeaunce. 
For my synnys abhom.vnab 1 e  
In  hert I have grett repentaunce . 
(Woman 209-212) 
Even though she feel s; herse l f  1 1wurthy to have my mysc hau nce--Both 
bodyly deth and werl d ly  shame "  (Woman 21 3- 214 ), she does not feel 
her sins too great that  she c an not pray and ask for mercy i n  1 1Goddys 
name " (Woman 216) .  The Phari see , not bel ieving that mercy is given 
to all who sincerely ask  for i t , tel l s  the woman that because "ageyn 
the lawe [she] dedyst offens , 1 1  s he should " of grace speke . .• no more 1 1  
(Woman 218) . The i nformer and scribe are troubled by the prophet's 
silence, but they a re even more troubled when they hear his reply 
to them :  
Lake , which of yow that nevyr synne wrought , 
But i s  of lyff clennere than she , 
Cast at here s tonys and spare here nowgyt--
Clene out of synne , if that ye be � 
( Woman 229-232 )  
The audi ence, however, would reali ze that no  man is without si n as a 
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result of Orig i nal  S i n ;  they would be stimulated to think of their 
own sins now and not j ust the woman ' s. The contrast between the three 
men and the woman i s  s tri ki ng c  Each man is ashamed of his sins which 
have been " unhyd 1 1 ( Woman 251 ) ;  each can not stand to remain " be-for 
his face " (Woman 255 ) � a nd each l eaves by a different exit. The 
woman calmly rema i ns before Chri s t  even after she has confessed her 
sins. 
By this con tras t the aud i ence i s  reminded that immedtate re­
pentance is the best w�y to reorder  a1 1 h i erarchies. The calmness of 
the repentant woman when s he �ga i n as ks for mercy lends an element 
of peace to the scene wh i c h  moment� before had been so chaotic. Her 
disordered worl d i s  reijrdered when s he submi ts to C hrist, the ulti­
mate reason. t�hen she admi ts her " synnys unresonable 1 1  (Woman 263), 
she admits that her fl es h ly  ways had dragged the spirit down--her 
bodily wi ts had been l i ke a horse wi thout  a bridle ( Ayenb i te ,  p. 204). 
She then promises tha t  1 1 al 1 my l ewde 1yff I xal doun lete" (Woman 
283). The men who had set out to bri ng her downfall remain in a 
much worse state for thei r worl d i s  sti l l  d i sordered � 
When ,Jesus  s peaks  to the woman and to the audience , he as  ks 
why the men have gone ; the woman repl ies , as should the audience , 
=
1by-cawse they cowde n at  hemsel f excuse" ( �Jornan 267 ) . Jesus re­
plies that 1 1 For to s ynn_ys that thou hast wrought/ Hath any man 
condempnyd the? 1 ' ( t,Joman 273-274 ) . S i nce her condemners are gone 
she answers no ; she then pl aces hers e l f in  God 0 s grace to do wi th 
as he pleases. Jesus acknowl edges her request and says that: 
• . .  thou sha l t  not condempnyd be. 
go home A-geyn and wal k at l arge 
loke that thou leve i n  honeste 
and wyl no more to synne I the charge. 
(Woman 217-280) 
With these words the Woman Adu l terer is· freed from her s;  ns. She 
promises to live the res t of her l ife as 1 1goddys trewe servaunt 11 
(Woman 284) . The pl ay concludes as it opened with a speech on re­
pentance being ava i l a bl e  to al l men for the asking; and the final 
words incl ude a prayer for a l l repentant people. Thus we see another 
woman, this one tota l ly  assoc i a ted with flesh (and adultery), put­
ting herself under the u l ti mate reason ,  Christ . We can contrast the 
confusion of the men wi th th e peace of the woman who has reordered 
all 1 1 up-so-doun 1 1 hi erarch i es ., Through a pl ay such as this, all man­
kind can see tha t they can ach ieve peace through order , and that 
order comes through repentance � 
C .  Ma ry Magda l ene and Regi na Sa l ua ta 
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A third exampl e of a fema l e cha racter whose life is disordered 
because of fleshly pl easures but who fi nal l y  turns to God is the Lu­
das Coventriae Mary Magda1 ene � 2 1  She asks for mercy for her sins so 
that she might reorder her world . L ike Noah ' s  wife who is disobe­
dient to her higher order , reason , Mary Magdalene is also d isobedi­
ent to her higher order , God ( reason). And like  the Woman Adulterer 
who is first obedient to her fl esh Mary Magdalene s ins with her flesh, 
21 K. s .  Block s ed. , The Last  Supper in Ludas Coventriae or the 
Pl aie ca l led Corpus Christi , EETS, E . S .  1 20 ( 1 922 ; rpt. London: 9x­
ford Univ .  Press , 1 960) , pp. 247-248 e Su�sequent ref:rences to this 
play as seen in thi s chapter wi ll appear 1 n  the text , n  the shortened 
form--LC fol l owed by the line number (s) . 
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thus creati ng 1 1 up- so-doun 1 1 hierarchies . However , an excel l ent d i s­
cussion has already been written on Mary Magdalene as  the repentant 
sinner by the no tabl e cri t ic  Mi ss  Eil een Prosser in Drama and Reliqion 
in the Middle Ages " 22  Therefore , only a few lines are quoted here 
from her actual repentance s peeches e 
Mary Magdalene i s  l i ke the Woman Adul terer in that s he first 
spea ks to the aud i ence of her mi sdeeds : 
As a cursyd creature c l osyd all i n  care 
and as a wyc kyd wrecche a l l  wrappyd in wo 
Of blysse was nevyr no berde so bare 
as I my- sy1 f that  here now go 
e • Gt 6l 6 q; Q O Q O Q G e • o • • • •  
Mary mavdelyn is my name 
Now wyl I go to cryst jhesu 
ffor he i s  l ord of a l l vertu 
and for s um grace I thynke to sew 
ffor of my-self I have grett shame. t�.� 462-465 , 470-474 ) 
Then, as did the Woman Adul terer � Magdal ene spea ks openly to Christ 
of her fleshly s i ns �  
A mercy l ord and salve my synne 
Maydenys ffl owre thou was i r me fre 
Ther was nevyr woman of  ma nnys kynne 
so ful of  svnne - i n  no countre 
I have be ffowlyd be fryth and ffete . 
and sowght svnne i n  manyd cete 
but thow me borwe l ord I xal brenne 
with b 1 ake  ffendys Ay bo\'me to be 
where fore kynge of grace 
With thi s oynement that is so sote 
lete me A- noynte thi n  holy fote 
and for my bal ys thus wyn sum bote 
and mercy lord for my trepace. 
( LC 475-487 ) 
22see Pros ser , PP G 1 1 0- 1 46 0 • For another lengthy discus s ion of 
Mary Magdalene see the unpubl � d 1 s s .  (Catholic Uni v. , 1 95 1 ) by John 
Chauvin, "The Role of Ma ry Magdalene in Medieval Drama. " 
It is significant that  Magdalene has committed all sins, and is 
therefore representati ve of  everywoman ( and everyman). Her method 
of reordering her c haotic  world is typical of that used in the Eng ­
lish med i eval peri od--s he repents. First she is contrite , and then 
she confesses her si ns open ly, hiding nothing ; these two actions 
are the first two steps i n  the me�ieval 1 1 ladder of repentance.1 1 23 
Jesus says that  because of her weeping and sorrowful heart : 
All thi prayou r I xal fulfylle 
to thi good hert I wul attende 
and saue the thi synne so hylle 
and fro v i j develys I xal be ffende 
ffendys fleth yow weye 
Wyckyd spyri tu s I yow conjoure 
Ffl eth ou t of h i te bodyly bowre 
I n  my grace , s he xal evyr fl lowere 
tyl deth doth here to deye . 
( L_C . 492- 501 ) 
The third rung o n  the iu 1 adder of  repentance" is completed when Mary 
Magdalene promi ses I) 1 1 ! xal nevyr fforfett nor do trespace." (LC 503) 
Magdalene's 1 1up-so-doun 1 1  h i erarch i es are reordered . Flesh is again 
under reason ,  and man u nder God � 
An example of s ti l l  another woman who sinned greatly but then 
reordered her world by accepti ng God and repenting is Regina Saluata 
who is granted life everl asti ng i n  the Chester The Last J µdgment. 24 
As the play begins God says that he has promised: 
23Prosser , p. 33 . 
24or . Matthews , ed. , The Last Judqment, in The Chester Plays, 
EETS, E. S. 1 15 ( 1 91 6 ; rpt. London : Oxford Univ. Press, 1 959), I I , 
pp. 427-453. Subsequent references to this play as seen in this 
chapter will appear in the text i n  the shortened form--Chester 
followed by the l i ne number (s ) o 
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to make a reconinge of the ri ght ; 
now to that Dome I wil l me dight, 
that Dead shal l duly dreed. 
(Chester 10-1 2) 
The angels who wi l l  go wi th God say : 
Take we our Beames , and fast Blow; 
all mankynd shal l them know, 
good accomptes that now can show, 
scone i t  sha l l beseene e 
That haue done wel l i n  thei r lvying 
they sha n haue joy wi th.out endi nge ; 
that evi 1 1  hath done wi thout amendinge, 
shal l euer ham� sorrow and teene. 
( Chester 33-40) 
When the Heavenly  band arri ve at the place of judgment, the 
repentant si nners s peak of thei r earthly sins. The Saved Queen ad­
mits her love for i ndul gences o� the world: 
Whyl e I i n  earthe rich can goe, 
in softe Sandal and S i lk alsoe , 
vel vet a l so that wrought me use, 
and al l such other weedes e 
(Chester 1 49-1 52) 
She a l so admits her l ove for the fleshly vice that these  indulgences 
promoted: 
All that might excyte Lechery, 
Pearles a nd p reci ous Penye , 
agaynst thy b iddinge use I, 
and other wi cked dedes e 
(Chester 1 53-156) 
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Thus we see that she committed simil ar s ins ;  she is symbolically 
related to the other women in this chapter in that she shows the flesh­
reason inversion. Like these other women , she also restores the pro­
per hierarchy by repentance a However, the theme is emphasized here 
by having her at the Last Judgment. Although the Saved Queen admits 
she "nei ther prayed o .,  ., ne fast ;/ save Al mes deeds, if any past" 
(Chester 157- 158) j s he receives 1 1 grace
1 1  (Chester 160} because of 
her "great Repentance at the last" (Chester 159) . She and all 
repentants are saved on the Day of Judgment because of the reor­
dering of their "up-so-doun" worlds; on this final day they are 
"raysed./ ••• from fyre to rest and roe" ( Chester 143-144} where 
they shall have "·joy wi thout pyne ,/  that never shall ended be " 
(Chester 507-508 ) w 
In summary, i t  mi ght be said that all four of the women men­
tioned in this chapter have thematic importance in showing that 
man's nature is fall en because of the Original Sin. They also show 
that good men eventua l l y come to a proper reordering of their lives 
by pennance and obed i ence to God ' s  wi l l �  The fact that all four 
women are typical of the aud i ence--the fifteenth century sinners 
who indulge in worldly p leasures and fl eshly vices, emph�sizes the 
theme that the audience too can find these "examples relevant" in 
their own "imperfect lives.1125 Sj nce these women all repent, they 
show in a positive way that man must reorder his 1 1up-so-doun" hier­
archies so that reason is over fl esh and God is over man. Man must 
reorder his world in this manner for fear of the Judgment Day when 
those who are like the women of thi s  chapter will go to an orderly 
and peaceful heaven with God , a nd the rest will go to a disorderly 
hell "with blake ffendys." 
25 Kolve , p. 239 .  
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CHAPTER IV: NON- REPENTANT WOMEN 
A. �yll 
I f  the medieval Corpus Christi audience was to ima gine the 
world as i t  was after the Ori gi nal Sin, it must imagine more than 
the episodes of peopl e reorderi ng their chaotic worlds. The audi­
ence must also be ab l e to i magine through " illusion" what 1 iving 
was 1 i ke for peop 1 e 1 i ke the s inners who drowned in the flood be­
cause they did not repent and reorder their hierarchies. The 
Corpus Christi pl ays mus t  not onl y present an "affirmation" of 
life as exempl ified by the women i n  the l ast cha pter but a 11cri­
ticism11 1 of l ife as is  shown by the women in this chapter. The 
reason that medieva l man must be able to i magine both the good and 
the bad episodes i s  that  just as t he  " Divine Order inc 1 udes the 
sinner as well as the s a i nt "  ( Robertson, p. 27), so too does every­
day life include the s i nner and sa i nt �  Because the design of the 
plays was to image a l l o f  l i fe ,  they must focus on the damned as 
well as the saved. Or.e of the p l ays which does this most vividly 
is the Towneley Second Shepherd ' s  Pl ay. 2 
This pl ay i s  " genera l ly regarded , "  says J. Q .  Adams , "a s 
the fines t  exampl e of comedy in the early rel igious drama. "3 Other 
l Kolve , p. 272. 
2Alfred w .  Pol l ard, ed . ,  Second S hepherd ' s  Pl2.1., in The Tovme­
� Pl ays , EETS , E . S. 7 1  (1897 ; rpt. London: Oxford Univ. Press, 
1 966 ), pp. 116-140 .  Subsequent references to this play wil l be 
in the shortened form--SSP for Second Shepherd's Pl ay, foll owed by 
the line number(s }. 
3Joseph Quincy Adams , e?. ,  C�ief Pre-Sha kesyearean Dramas 
(1924 ; Cambridge, Mass. :  R1 vers 1 de , 1952) , p. 45. 
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critics say that the characters of Mak and r,yl l are present only for 
"dramatic rel i ef , 114 and that the scenes in which they take part serve 
only "as l eaven for a mass of rather heavy dramatic dough. 1 1 5 How­
ever , these statements do not do justice to the play for the story 
of Mak and Gyl l does much more than provide comic relief. The Mak 
story paral lels  the serious actio_n of the play ; it shows how man 
should  not l ive i n  contrast to how man should live. It is function­
al ly  related to what precedes it in that it reinforces the ideas of 
the opening scene ( the s hepherds' i l ls) .  It is also functional ly re­
lated to what fo l l ows i t  i n  that it "anticipates negatively ... by the 
contrasting mood o f  farcia1 i ty ,  points prominent in the final scene 1 1 6 
of the play--the steal i ng of the sheep , the search of the home, the 
suspense during the a ttempted conceal ment, and the final exposure of 
Mak and the Lamb . 
As the pl ay begi ns three shepherds are tending their fl ocks 
in different parts of the open fiel ds � The first shepherd is dis­
gusted with the worl d ;  he tel l s  of their being poor, and of their 
"payne/ Anger, and wo 1 1 ( SSP 40). The second shepherd tel l s  of their 
woe because of unruly l andlords , and of their di scomfort in the 
horrible \1inter weather ( SSP 5 5-63). The second shepherd's thoughts 
eventual ly center on the woe of wedded men. He addresses the audi-
4Pol lard ; English Miracle Pl ays , p. xli. 
5B. J. Whiting et al. ,  eds § , The Col leqe Survef 
of Enolish liter­
ature , I ( New York : �  Ha rcourt, Brace and Worid, 1 942 , 239. 
6 Hopper, p. 42 .. 
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ence (as did Noah ) and tel l s  the young men: "De well war of wedyng/ 
and thynk in you re thogh t 11 ( SSP 92) for II I ha ue oone to my fere/ As 
sharp as a thystyl l /  as rugh as a brere" ( SSP 100-1 01) .  The third 
shepherd , a young boy , compl a i ns of the disorder of the world in words 
reminiscent of the Noah pl ay :  
This warl d fowre neuer so , 
With meruel s mo and mo , 
Now i n  wey 1 1  9 now � i n wo , 
And a 1 1  thyng \'1rythys 
Was neuer syn Noe fl oode/ s i ch fl oodys seyn ; 
Wyndys and ranys s o  rude/ and stonnes so keyn ; 
Som stamerd 5l som s tod/ i n  dowte, as I weyn ; 
Now god turne a l l to good o 
( SSP 1 23- 1 30 )  
The last line s i gn i fi cantly foreshadows that this disordered world 
of "up-so-doun 11 h i erarch ies wi l 1 s·oon be reordered for a 11 of those 
who accept the Chri st C h i l d $  When the three men come together, they 
discuss their tota1 1y l ! depressed and i nferior status, 1 17 a condition 
of most of humanity then .. In their  wish for better pay and workinq 
conditions they are express i ng a uni versal woe brought about by the 
desolation of a fal l en worl de In order to try to forget their worldly 
miseries temporari ly, the three shepherds begin to sing a song . 
This song can be contrasted with the one which the shepherds 
wi 11 hear in a fe\'-1 hours. The ir  own song brings them temro ra r.v peace 
and relief from woe ; the song of the angel will tell of the possibility 
of everlasting peace and the re l ief  from all woe through Mary and the 
birth of the Chri st Ch i ld. 
7Hopper, p. 40 .. 
While the shepherds sing , Mak enters weari ng a cloak; he 
pre tends to be someone e 1 se . He says, " i  ch be a yoman/ I te 11 you, 
of the king" ( SSP  200 ) but the shepherds know better. The true 
character of Mak is reveal ed as the s hepherds s peak: 
I .  Pas tor . Why make ye i t  s o  qwaynt? / mak, ye 
do wrang. 
I I .  Pas tor a Bo t ,  mak , lys t ye saynt? / I trow that ye 
1 ang o 
I I  L P as tor. I trow the shrew can p�ynt, / the de,A!yll 
myght  hym hang ! 
( SSP  208-2 1 0) 
Mak s ays that he shoul d flog the men for such words, but the second 
shepherd s ays it i s  a 0 shrew , I ape ! /  Thus l ate as thou goys,/ what 
wyll men suppose? 1 1  ( SSP 221 - 223 ) . Afterall, continues the shepherd, 
" thou has an yl 1 nays/ of  s tel yng of  shepe" ( SSP 224-225 ) .  Al though 
the shady Mak s ays that  he i s  true as s teel , the men know jus t the 
oppos i te to be true. Mak pl eads with them , saying that he has "ete 
not an nedyl 1 /  Thyse moneth and more " ( SS P  233-234 ) ; but the shep­
herds, not taking Mak's hunger any more seriously than his disguise, 
ask him about his wife , Gyll o 
Mak ' s reply gi ves the audience a hint as to what Gyll 's rea 1 
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character is like before she ever appears on s tage. He says that she: 
Lyys wa 1 teri ng, by the roode ,/ b,y the fyere , 1 o ! 
And a howse full of brude/ she drynkys well to; 
yll s pede othere good/ that she wyl l do ! 
Bot so 
E tys as fas t as she can, 
And ilk yere that coITTT1ys to man 
She bryngys furth a lakan, 
And som yeres two. 
Bot were I not more gracyus/ and rychere befor, 
I were eten outt of  howse/ and of harbar · 
Yit i s  s he a fowll dowse/ i f  ye come nar ;  
There i s  none that trowse/ nor knowys a war, 
Then ken I o  
( SSP 236-248) 
Since Mak thinks of Gy1 1 onl y  as a l azy drunkard and g l utton who 
has too many chil dren , he would j ust as soon see her funeral (SSP 
249-252 ) . That Mak has such a l owly opi nion of Gyll that he wishes 
for he r funera l  re-emphas i zes hi s m-1n 11 up-so-doun 1 1  state. As or­
dered reason, Mak ,  i the med i eva l  sens e , should love his wife as 
much as his own fl esh ; but as corrupted reason � Ma k is unabl e  to 
love his flesh ( Gyl l ) ,  and therefore wi shes her dead. 
I t  is l ate ;  the th ree shepherds a l l 1 1 forwakyd 1 1 must lie 
down to "slepe , 11 but  agree to do so. on ly  i f  Ma k s l eeps be tween 
them . Mak read i l y  agrees so  01 th en myg h t  I 1 ett you , bedend ,/ of 
that ye wo 1 d rowne " (� 262-263) � The s hepherds , a 11 exhausted 
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from a hard day , qui ckl y fa l l  a s l eep ; Ma k then ri ses up to do his 1 1wyrk 1 1 
( SSP 271) . P retend i ng to be a magi cian , he puts a spel l on the 
shepherds so that they wi l l  i 1 lyg stone styll / to that I haue doyne 1 1  
(SSP 280) . Although Mak has never been a 1 1shephard, 1 1 he says that 
he wi 1 1  "lere " ( SSP 288 ) � As he s p i es a fat sheep he croons: 
A good fl ese  dar I l ay j  
Eft-whyte when I may , 
Bot th i s  w i ll I borow 5 
( SSP  293-295 ) 
As Mak crosses to his home , the audi ence is  assured that his inten-
tion is not just to borrow the sheep . 
Even though Mak ' s  wife , Gyl l , has not been on stage yet, one 
knows what  to expec t by Ma k ' s  earl i er descri p ti on of her .  When he 
calls to Gyll, s h e  compl a i ns that " s i ch dyn/ thi s tyme of the nyght" 
( SSP 297 )  i nterrupts her sp i nni ng . Thi s re l a tes her i conoqra phi ­
cally to Eve and Ori g ina l  · s i n .,  �Jhen Gyll does open the la tch a nd 
sees her " swetyng "  ( SSP 306 ) w i th the sheep she comments : "By the 
na kyd nek/ a rt thou 1yke fo r to ha-ng 1 1  ( SSP  308 ) . Ma k  i s  proud of 
hi s work and  s ays tha t " i n a s trate can  I gett/ More tha n thay that 
swynke and swette/ A 1 1  the 1 ong day "  ( SSP 3 1 1 -3 1 3 ) . Mak goes on 
to s ay ,  11 i t  fell to my 1 o tt/ gy1 1 ,  I had s i  ch grace " ( SSP 31 4 ) . 
I t  i s  i ron i c  tha t he , the evi l shepherd , s peaks  of " g race " wi th re­
gard to hi s s tea l i ng from the good shepherds , when the real " grace " 
for the good shepherds and poor  people ever_ywhere i s  j u s t  a fe\'J hours 
away . 
Mak i s  i n  a hurry to k i  1 1  the 1 amb so  tha t he may have a 
feas t ,  a nd he wants Gy1 1 ' s  immed i a te help 5 I n  thi s ma rr i a9e there 
.i s corrupted rea son ( Ma k )  a sk i ng for help from the fles h ( Gyll ) . 
Therefore , i t  i s  e a sy for Gyl l  (flesh)  to g i ve adv i c e  now a nd to 
be the leader i n  the scheme later . S he remi nds Mak tha t  i f  they 
try to k i ll the sheep i t  may " b l ete 1 1  ( SSP 32 5 )  and  cause  the shep­
he rds to come runn i ng . The pos s i b il i ty of hi s bei ng  caught ma kes 
Ma k tremble ; he a s_ks Gyll to ba r the door immedi a tely . Unt i l  thi s 
parti cula r momen t  the thema ti c importance of Gyl l has been mi n i mal , 
but  wi th he r thi n k i ng  of a "good bowrde • . •  syn thou can  none " ( SS P  
332 ) her place i n  the s tory i s  s trengthened . The playwri ght uses  
her s ugges t ion of not  k i ll ing  the sheep and her plan to foi l the 
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shepherds to show a 1 1 pseudo-nativity /18 w i th Gyl l as the false Mary. 
Gyll says that as part of her plan she will swaddle the lamb 
in clothes and put h i m i n  a " credyll 11 (SSP 334 ) ;  then she will "lyg 
besyde/ in chyl bed , and grone 11 ( SSP 33 5 ) . Gyll is proud of her 
"good gyse/ and a far cast /0 ( SSP 341 ) and that " yi t a woman avyse/ 
helpys at the last ! 1 1 ( SSP  343 ) . It is ironic that Gyll says this 
because in a short ti me ano ther woman , Mary, wi 11 truly help a 1 1  
men by giving bi rth to her son Christ �  �yll is more than a temp­
tress here ; she gi ves advi ce which Mak praises. Then, to emphasize 
that when the reason i s  corrupted the fl esh rules, she orders M� k to 
"go thou fast 1 1  ( SSP  343 ) to where the shepherds are sleepinq. This 
is in contrast to Mary 8 s advice to the shepherds to hurr.v away from 
the stable in Bethl e hem to tel l a l l  the worl d about the Christ Child 
who brings peace � 
When the shepherd s  awa ke �  the third one is anxious to know 
if they are stil l '1 fowreu ( SSP 363 )  si nce he had a dream where Mak 
"was lapt/ in a wolfe skyn 1 1 ( SSP 368 ) .  The third shepherd thinks 
that while they slept 11 a fatt shepe he trapt/ bot he mayde no dyn" 
(SSP 371); the other two shepherds tell him to be "styll" for his 
"dreme makys" him "woode " (SSP 372-373 ). They awaken Mak who pre­
tends he has a sore neck from sleeping wrong. He, too, says he had 
a dream: 
I thought g_yll began to crok/ and trauell full sad, 
welner at the fyrst cok/ of a yong lad. 
( SS P  386- 387 ) 
8 
Cawley, p. 79. 
f.9 
This dream about Gy1 1 bearing another chil d is in real ity Mak's 
thoughts about the l amb he has s tol en .. Mak's worry about the woe 
that this -l amb-chil d wi l l  bri ng him is shown when he says "wo 
is hym has many ba rnes 11 ( SSP 393) ..  In contrast to this fa 1 se dream, 
the shepherds wi 1 1  l ater have a dream about the true Lamb of God 
who wil l end al l woe £  So the sh?pherds wil l not suspect anything, 
Mak says that he mus t now go home to see i f  his dream is true. But 
first he wishes them to exami ne h i s " sel fe/ that I stel y l l noght:/ 
I am l oth you to g refe/ or  from you take oght? (SSP 395-396). As 
Mak l eaves, the th i rd shepherd i s  sti1 1 not sure that his dream 
about Mak in the wol f- sk i n i s  fa l se; he suggests that they check 
their fl ock for mi s s i ng sheep e 
When Mak arri ves at  home he co11111ents that his wife is 1 azy; 
she retorts i n  a manner typ i ca l  o f  Noah e s wife: 
Why , who wanders , who wakys/ who commys, 
who gose? 
who brewys , who bakys ?/ what makys me thus hose? 
And than , 
It is rewthe to behol de, 
Not in hote ,  now i n  col de , 
fful l wofu11 i s  the househol de 
That wan tys a woman � 
(�SP 415-421  ) 
And then she q ues ti ons , 11 Bot what ende has thou mayde/ with the 
hyrdys, Mak? 1 1  ( SSP 422). Ma k has to admi t that the 1 as t word that 
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the shepherds said was that they woul d check their fl ocks for miss­
ing sheep; he gets Gy11 to promise to do what she has p l anned. Gyl l  ' s  
importance to her own househol d i s  diametrical l y  paral l el w ith the 
importance of Mary to the rest of the worl d; without Mary ' s  consent 
Chris t woul d no t h ave been born of a woman ,, and wi thout Gyl l ' s  con­
sent Mak  cou l d  no t have h i dden the s h eep d i sguis ed a s  a c hil d as  
long as  he did . 
Wh i l e  Mak and Gyl l ta l k  of  preparation s  for hi ding the l amb , 
the s hepherds h a ve come together to d i scu s s  the l os s  of o ne of the ir  
bes t " fat "  l ambs .. The th i rd shepherd i mmedi ate ly  s u sr-,ects the s heep­
s tea l er Ma k or h i s w i fe Gy1 1 o  The s econd shepherd tel l s  him to be 
s till for " thou s kl anders h i m  yl l "  ( SSP  461 ) .  However , the s hep­
herds soon dec i de tha t  they w i l  1 go to Mak I s house to chec k  o n  his 
i nnocence or gui l t � As they approach the house, the groaning a nd 
bawl i ng comi ng  from wi th i n the wa 1 1  s ·i s anyth i ng but harmo n i ous ; thi s 
noisines s  i s  symbo l ic of the chaos a nd  d i sharmony of  the worl d and  
a l so  of the ups i de down order of  the l i ves o f  those  wi thin the house . 
The nois ines s can a l so be contras ted wi th th e h armony of the angel ' s  
song to th e s h epherds  when the Chri s t  Ch i 1 d comes . As th e s hepherds 
enter , Ma k warns them tha t they mus t  be s i l en t  for h i s wife has had 
a hard nig h t  in c h i l d  l abor ;  the fact that  she  ha s s uppo sed ly  had a 
hard labor i s  i n  great contrast  to the mi racu l ou s  Virg i n b i rth soon  
to take  pl ace . Ma k offers them food and  dri nk  wh i c h t hey refuse  be­
cause of the i r  great woe . I n  the fo rthcomi ng Nat i v i ty s cene  they 
are also o ffered food and dri n k , tha t of the s r i ri t ,  wh i c h they ac­
cept .  Ma k sugges ts that they search  the  house for they wil l find  no­
thing ; i n  the l a ter Nati vi ty scene they need not sea rc h  for the Lamb 
of God , for he is not  h i dden as the l amb i s  here . r,yl l cal l s  the men 
" thefys "  ( SSP  526 ) and o rders them to l eave her home � I n  Gyl l ' s  
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orderin·g the three men to l eave her home we see that her world is still 
in an "up-so-dmm 00 �tate .. Because flesh tries to overcome all reason 
as she has overcome torrupted reason (Mak ), her world will continue in 
a disordered state � Mak reproaches the other man for disturbing his 
wife-- corrupted reaso� defends deceitful flesh. Since the three men 
have not found thei r s heep they ta ke their leave as "frendys • • •  ffor 
we ar al 1 oone " (§.fil: 566 ) ., 
Mak ' s happi �®�$ �t th�i r l eaving is nothing as compared to his 
sadness when they r�t� r� to observe the medieval custom of giving 
gifts to the newborn o Mi� tel l s  them that the child is sleeping, but 
the shepherds wi sh to se� h im  anyway G When the third shepherd unco­
vers the babe to g · �� h im  i ki s s j he discovers what he thinks to be a 
defonned chi l d  but 1 �ter di s covers is the lamb . Both Ma k and Gyll 
try to conv'i nee the me� that the 1 amb is their chi 1 d ;  that it had its 
nose broken ; and tha t i t  had been bewitched by elves , but to no avail, 
for the shepherds hawe ©11 ready seen the ueeremarke " (SSP 6 1 1 ) .  This 
ugly lamb-child can be contrasted with the Lamb of God who will be 
born to Mary l ater� Becalnse the shepherds have found Ma k and Gyll 
guilty, they punish Mak by tos s i ng him in a blanket . The frantic 
motion of his body i n  the bl anket i s  symbolic of the world of Gyll and 
Mak which is in a constant state o f  upheaval and disorder with the 
lower orders of the h ierarchy continuously overcoming the higher. 
The fact that the II pseudo-nativi ty" ends with the scene of the boun-
cing blanket suggests that thei r lives wil l no t change because of 
this one small inc ident ; nei ther will  it change with the major inci-
dent of Christ ' s birth , soon to take place. 
After recovering their sheep and punishing Mak,
 the weary 
herds return to thei r fiel ds where they lie down and fall asleep. An 
angel comes to them s i ng i ng i n  a voice most beautiful of the birth 
of a babe : 
That  shal l take from the feynd/ that  adam had lorne: 
That warl oo to sheynd/ this nyght is he borne. 
God is made youre freynd/ now a t  this morne. 
( SSP 639-641) 
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The angel 1 s si nging provi des a s tri k ing contrast to the earlier groan­
ing and bawling of Gy1 1 and Ma k ;  and the angel ' s  song of God's friend­
ship also provides a s tri ki ng contrast to the false friendship of Mak 
and Gyll. The shepherd s  recal l  the prophecy that: 
.. .  i n a v y rgyn 
Shu l d he lyght and 1y � /  to slokyn cure syn 
And s l ake i t , 
Oure kynde from WO , o • �  
(�SP 676-679) 
However, they a re sti l l  surpr i sed that the message was declared first 
to them "so poore as we are "  ( SSP 701 ), ra ther than to the pa tria rchs 
and prophets who wou l d have l i ked to have been the first to see the 
Child. It is signi f icant that even though Gyll and Mak a re at the 
time but a short d i stance away, the angel does not appea r to them for 
they will continue to l i ve the i r l ives of sin and disorder. 
The shepherd s now make another journey--this time to a stable 
where they find the Lamb of God .. Mary, i n  great contrast to Gyll, tells 
them of God ; she says that her son wi ll protect them " from wo" (SSP 
742) as they go out again into the world . The image of the Virgin 
Mother praying for the shepherd s as they leave provides striking con­
trast to the lying Gy1 1 who had earlier told the shepherds to get out 
of her h ome . The shepherds  l eave the stab l e  si ng i ng ,  knowi ng that 
_ "grace we haue fun
1 1  ( SSP  751 )  and "now ar we won" (SSP 752). 
The world of the pl ay wh i ch began in sorrow and pin ing and 
loud lament has been tiransfonned i nto a world of song and rejoic ing 
for the three s hepherds who have accepted God.  However, the world 
of Mak and Gyll rema i ns unchanged ; they are sti ll th i eves and li ars. 
They s how that unru l y  f l esh results from weak or corrupted reason. 
The audi ence sees that they mus t  not foll ow th is  example of Mak and 
Gyll but mus t  fo 11 ow the shepherd s  to fi nd Mary , the new Eve, who 
represents complete submi ss i on to God. 
B a Pi l a te's Wi fe 
Another woman who 1 i ves a ·  li fe of "up-so-doun" h i erarc h i es 
i s  Pi late ' s  w i fe as seen i n  the York Cycle $ 9 As the play beg i ns P i ­
late threatens brawl ers and trai to rs and then says that he i s  " proued 
a pri nce of grete pr i d e "  ( PH 1 9 L  who c a n  " justi f ie  and juge all 
Iewes 1 ' (PW 24 ) � The en trance of Dame Percula (P i late's wi fe )  i nto 
the courtroom i s  marked i n  P i l ate ' s s peech by h i s words of flattery : 
A !  l u ffe ! her lady ! no l es sc, 
Lo ! s i rs m.v worthely wi ffe , that sche i s !  
So s eme l y ,  l oo !  certayne scho schewys. 
(PW 25-27) 
P i late's w i fe salutes her l ord and says : 
I am d ame prec i ous Percula, prynes the pr i se, 
9Lucv Tou l mi n  Smi the , ed . ,  The__Q_re�m-�_f__?.i late� \i.!_0_:_.l_esus 
Bef.ore P i l ate, in  York Mystery Plays {Oxf�rd : Cl arencfon �ress !788 5),  
pp. 270- 291. Subsequent references to th i s  play as �een . i n  th i s  chap­
ter w i ll appear in the s hortened form--PW for P i late s W 1 fe, followed 
by the li ne number (s). 
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Wiffe to S i r Pilate here prince with-outen pere, 
All wel e of al l womanhede I am, wittie and wise, 
Consayue nowe my countenaunce so comly and clere, 
The co1 owre of my corse if full clere, 
An in ri c hes se of robis I am rayed, 
Ther is no 1 ord e in th i s  lande as I lere, 
In faith that hath a frend l yar feere, 
Than yhe my lorde , 
My-sel ffe yof I saye itt. 
( PW 37-45) 
Not only does s he pra i se  herse lf  (her riches, wit, and wisdom), but 
s he also praises her hu sband. Her pride and her love of worldly 
things more than God indi cate that the hierarchy between man and God 
is out of order . The h i erarc h i cal  relationship between man and wife 
is also out of order .  The emphas is in their relationship is on the 
fles h for when Pilate wis hes to k i s s his wife , she is more than will­
ing "to fulfulle youre forward , m_y fayre lorde, in faith I am fayne" 
( Pt! 49) . In the wi fe I s words , 11 a 1 1  1 ad i se  we coveyte than/ Bothe 
to be kys s ed and clappid " ( PW 54 ) .  In her actions , the medieval man 
could see the dangers of the fl esh . 
The Court Beadl e enters whil e the kis sing is going on, and 
objects vehemently to su ch behavi or in court . The fact that the 
actions of Pilate and his wi fe are reproved by the Beadle would be 
intensely amusing to the s pectators ; thi s  reproof would also be 
instructive. The Beadle's reproof is not amusing to the lady. She 
is angry at his interference and encourages Pilate not to listen. 
In Percula's attempt to get Pil ate not to listen to the Beadle, flesh 
again tries to overcome reason .  However , Pilate at this time shuns 
lOPollard, English Miracle Plays, p . xli . 
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his wife's suggestion  saying that the Beadle 1 1knawis/ All oure custome" 
( PW 72 ) . The Bead l e � a fter observing the setting sun, reminds Pilate 
of another custom . He tel l s  Pilate that he: 
mus te s i tte p • •  this same nyght of lyfe and of lyme ; 
Itt i s  nogt l eeffull for my lady, 
By the l awe of this l ande, 
In dome for to dwe1 1 e  
Fro the day waxe ough� dymme ; 
Late h i r  take hir l eve whil l that light is. 
( PW 82-84 , 86 )  
Pilate again takes the advice of  the Bead l e ; but before he sends his 
wife away he offers her a d ri nk saying : 1 1 nowe drynke (ye ) madame ! 
to deth all this dynne ! 1 1  ( PW 1 01 ) . Percu l a  refuses the drink giving 
it instead to her ma i d � Her refusa l  to temporaril y quiet this 1 1 dynne 1 1  
by d rinking is l ike her cont inuou s· refu sal to receive everlasting peace 
and bliss by reorderi ng her up-so-doun hierarchies. Percula bids Pi­
late farewell and he i n  tu rn b i ds farewel l to her, the " fayrest figure 
that euer did fade feede 1 1  ( P�·J llO ) c P i l ate's mention of his wife ' s  
fair figure shows the state of reason which is at thi s  time tempted by 
fl esh. When she l eaves , Pil a te sends h i s  son along a s  messenger boy ;  
if anythina shou l d ha ppen to his mother , he is to run to Pil a te with 
the details. 
That night, wh i l e  Percula i s  asleep, Satan comes to her in 
11 
a dream as he had to Eve i n  the garden. Although modern readers 
of the Bible say that the d ream came from God to prevent the 
11For a discussion of the appearance of the devil to Pilate's 
wife as derived through analogy to the Eve story see Mil l, p. 613. 
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fi x i on ,1 2  the York p l aywri gh t  i n terpreted th e sc ene otherwi s e .  Sa tan 
is afraid of l osi ng the realm which he has taken by guil e so he speaks 
to her in a d ream i n  hopes that he might " prevent man's redemption. 1113 
He begins : "O woman ! be wise and ware, and wonne in thi witte" ( PW 
168 ) .  Percu l a  had earl i er spoken of hersel f as "wittie and wise" 
( PW 39 ) , so now Satan fl atters her where she is weakest ; he fl atters 
her pride j ust as he had earl i er fl attered Eve ' s  pride. He warns of 
thei r fate i f  Jesus i s  doomed to d i e :  
Ther schal l a genti l man Jesu , UA-justel y be judged 
Byfor thy husband i n  haste, and with harlotti s  by hytte. 
And that doughty to-day to deth thus be dyghted, 
Sir P i l ate j for h i s  prechyng, and thou, 
Wi th nede schaH e _ye namel y be noyed, 
Your stri ffe and youre strenqhe schal be stroyed, 
You re richesse schal be refte you that is  rude, 
With vengeaunce , and that dare I auowe. 
( PW 1 69- 1 76 )  
It is ironic that she and her hus band wi l l  l ose al l of their power 
and riches even i f  they do l i sten to Satan. Because they never will ­
ingl y  give u p  their worl d l y  p l easu res in an attempt to reorder their 
worl d, they will have to suffer everl asting pain and woe. At Satan's 
suggestion of the pos s i bil i ty of their losing al l weal th, Percu l a  
awakes with a sta rt . She wants the boy to run to Pil ate, but he says 
that it is so early that i t  is disaqreeab l e  to him. She persists: 
Go bette boy, I bidde no l enger thou byde, 
And saie 'to my sourereyne, this same is soth that I send hym, 
Al l naked this nyght as I napped , 
With tene and with trayne was I trapped 
With a sweuene , that swiftel y  me swapped, 
12Kol ve, p. 228 . 
1 3Ko 1 ve , p. 229. 
Of one Jes u �  the juste man the !ewes will undo; 
She p rayes ten te to that trewe man, with tyne be nogt 
trapped ,  
But al s a domes man dewly to be dressand , 
And 1 e1ye de1yuere that lede. 
{ PW 1 85- 1 93 )  
The boy naps and then goes to Pi l ate . 
Meanwh i le » the pri es ts Annas and Caiphus agree to take Jesus 
before Pilate so tha t  e' th i s fa i tour for his falsed to flay hym,/ For 
fro we saie hym the soth 01 ( PW 204=205 ). The soldiers bind Jesus and 
with Annas and Ca i phus make thei r  way from the Palace of Caiphus to 
Pilate ' s  judgment  hal l .. There is much noise as the group arrives at 
Pilate's hall . As us ual � no is i ness emphasizes the_ disorder of this 
world. The Court Bead l e fi rst reproaches the men for their noisiness 
while Pilate is  sl eep i ng �  but when the Beadle hears their reason for 
coming he quick ly awakens Pi l a te who b i ds them enter. When the group 
is seated, Pil ate e s  son enters wi th the news of his mother I s dream 
and her fear of the 11 vengeaunce 91 (PW 289 } to come if Christ is con-
demned to die. 
Pilate listens to the pl eas of Caiphus and Annas who say that 
Percula's dream is of  Jes us's \'J i tch-craft; but because· Pilate feels 
that these two priests harbor evil feelings for Jesus, he decides to 
judge the man for h i msel f. Jesus is brought into the courtroom where 
he is taunted by the sold i ers and accused of various sins by the 
pri es ts ; only Pilate pi ti es Jesus saying: 
His 1;  ff for .to 1 ose tha re 1 onges no 1 awe; 
Nor no cause can I kyndely contryve 
That why he schuld lose thus his liffe. 
. (fji 433-435 } 
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The prel ates say tha t Jesus has caused strife by hea l ing the sick and 
raising the dead c He has also gotten the people to follow him. Pi­
late says there i s  no l aw for condemning a man because he has done 
well ; but when Ca i phus sugges ts that Pilate ' s  kingdom would some d ay 
be taken over by Jesus � P i l ate agrees that then Christ would deserve 
death. The prel ates argue for the death sentence of Jesus for if he 
continues to l i ve , he wi l l  bri ng them much harm. It is significant 
that whil e P i l a te ' s  wi fe i s  afra i d  of the hann to come to her in the 
loss of cl othes and ri ches i f  C hrist is doomed, the prelates are afraid 
of the harm that wi l l  come to them i n  loss of followers if Christ is 
not doomed. 
Pilate 1 1meru el 1 i s 1 1  at  the _ 11malyngne 1 1  (PW 506) of the prelates 
and sold i ers who "of cu rsi deness convik no cause can . . .  knawe" (PW 505). 
Because he find s no cause  for Jesus  e s  death , because he wishes to free 
himself of the ma tter , �nd becau se  he submits himself to his wife's de­
sires, Pilate sends Jesu s to Herod for the ruling of life and death. 
In so doing , Pil ate and hi s wife admi t  that they love their "up-so­
doun" world of lechery )) pri de , wealth , and power . Unless they desire 
to reorder their h i erarch i es ( by accepting God, by submitting flesh 
to reason, or by gi v i ng u p  their worldly power and riches) they will 
be sentenced to eterna l d amnation on the Day of Doom. 
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C o  The Al e-Wife 
The a le-wi f� scene i n  the Chester Chris t ' s  Descent in to He1 1 1 4  
has met with adversf cri ti ca l op i n i on . J. Q. Adams has s ta ted that the 
" l amenta tion of an i.msaved a l e-woman , and  her wel come to hell by Satan  
and  two devi  1 s ,  one of whom offers to wed her . • .  seems to be an  addition 
to the play i tsel f �  arud o c, o i s  no t of  any special merit . 11 1 5 A .  C .  Cawl ey 
has written that 16 the fi na 1 srcene of the offending a 1 e-wi fe , funny 
though it i s , has noth i ng whatever to do with the res t of the pagea n t  
a n d  may · wel l be a l ater _addi ti on ., 11 1 6  However , a s tudy of this pl ay will 
show tha t  this scene i s  an i nteg ral part of a p l ay which is both an  11 a f­
firma tion 1 1 and a " c ri ti d smu of  medieva l  l i fe-- a  p l ay which empha tically 
s hows tha t  the fa l l en na ture o f  man needs repentance in this life . 
As Chri s t 6 S Descen t i n to Hel l begins , a g reat light s hines in 
hel l ' s in terior o Adam 9 I sa i ah » S imon the Jus t ,  John the Baptis t ,  Seth , 
and King Da vid a 1 1 ad\fance to the l i ght , praising God and  expressing 
their thanks for mercy o Because i t  has been many years " sith man kynd 
firs t  came heare 1 1 ( CD 88) , there is  much happiness on the pa rt  of 
those who will now ge t to l eave hel l . The prophecy of eternal b l iss 
is soon to be fulfi 1 1 ed o Thi s scene of joy is much in contras t  with 
the horrible s cene o f  Satan surrounded by his "Hel l hownds " ( CD 89 ) 
which follows . S a tan tel ls the other devil s tha t  they mus t ma ke ready 
1 4or . Matthews , ed . ,  Chri s t ' s  Descent in to Hell , in The Ches ter 
�, E ETS , E . S .  1 1 5  1 1 9 1 6 ;  rpt .  London ; O�ford Uni� . Press ,  1 �59) , 
I1�pp . 3 1 8- 331 . S ubsequen t  refer�nces to th1 s play wi ll appe�r 1 n  
the shortened fonn--CD for Chris t s Descent followed by the l1 ne 
n umber( s ) . 
1 5Adams , p .  1 90 ( footnote 8 )  • 
1 6 7 Cawl ey ,  p .  1 5  • 
"w i th Bos t and Beren ( CD 90) for Jesus , God ' s Son--the terri bl e fel ­
l ow whom they mus t now ba ttl e .  
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The Secon d Demoi� questi ons the power of such a ma n tha t  shoul d 
" p ryve 1 1 Satan o f  h i s 11 pos ty"  ( CD 1 06 ) . He as ks how d are such a man 
"doe agayns t  thee" ( CD 1 07 )  and then he decides tha t :  
gretter  th en thou  he .. semes to be 
fo r Deg raded of thy Degree 
thou mus t be soone , wel l I see , 
and pryved of thy �ray s 
( CD 1 09-1 1 2 ) 
Satan admits somewha t rel uctarotly ,  " Yea , this is he that  wi 1 conspyre/ 
anone to reave ·us a 1 1 °1 ( CD 1 31 - 1 32 ) � There is sig nificance in the 
latter l ine in that Jesus wil l come not to rob them of anything , but 
on ly to ta ke back �,ha t bel ongs to . hi m-- the repentan t  s in ners tha t Sa­
tan had ea rl ier  taken by gu i l e c  Jesus wil l not ta ke back the non-re­
pen tan t  peopl e ;  they bel ong to Satan s 
A 1 oud c 1 amor  ·i s heard as Jesus nea rs ; he te 1 1  s the devi 1 s to 
lift up the gates and doors so  that the King of G l ory might come in . 
The Third Demon tells Jes us to l eave for he is a boas ter and  a menace .  
I ronically the demon boas ts of " sory g race" ( CD 1 50 )  to come to Jesus 
if he does not 1 eave s when it i s  he and  his fe 1 1  ow d�mons who wi 1 1 have 
11 sory grace " because of thei r boas ti ng and begui 1 i ng . Jesus b rings not 
only "_s ory g race "  for the demons and non-repentant people , b�t  a 1 so  
" actuel l" grace for those who have reordered their hiera rchies .  Satan 
is dis turbed by " so much b l is se
u ( CD 1 54 )  in hell--the b l is s  of Adam 
and the others to be s aved . He i s  a l so  worried about his "mais terdome" 
( CD 1 57 )  because of "yonder . . ..  s tubborn fel low" ( CD 1 58 ) . The Third 
Demon , having already tried boas ting , tel ls Satan  it is
 his turn to 
"fe i ght for thy degrece/ or el l s  our prince shal l thou not be" ( CD 
165-166 ).  He and the o ther devil s hurl S atan from his seat ; Satan 
bemoans his real fate and the reason for i t: 
my might fayl es verament 
this Pri ne that i s  now present 
wi 11 spoy1 e from me my pray . 
Adam, by my I ntycement , 
and a l l h i s  bloud through me were bl ent ; 
now hence they s hall al l be hent 
and I i n  h e1 1 for aye Q  
( CD 1 70-1 76) 
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�Jhen Jesus gai n s  entry he grants peace and bl iss to Adam and 
al l o f  his offspring who h ad reordered their 11up-so-doun 11 hi erarch i es. 
Sa tan moans that II  never s i th God made the first day,/ were we so fowl e 
of ri ght" (CD 2 1 1 - 21 2 )  for 11 now _ goeth away/ my Prisoners and al l my 
pray ! /  and I might not s ti rr one S tray,/ I am so streigtl y dight" (CD 
205-208). As Adam and the others go out of hell they g l ori fy God i n  
song. Adam speaks for the happi ness of  al l o f  them when he s ays : 
Goe we to blisse , then , owld and younge ,  
and worshi p god, alway wel dinge , 
and Afterward , I read , we singe 
with great sol emnity � 
( CD 257-260) 
This bl iss is also sha red by the repentant · peopl e on the Day of Judg­
ment as was exemp] i fied by Reg i na Saluata in the l ast chapter. Con­
trasted to thi s  b l iss is the woe of the damned ale-wife who dominates 
the rest of the pl ay; she is a non-repentan t sinner who must remain 
behind for eternity with Satan and his demons . Although Satan bemoans 
the fact that his pri soners (those he had beguil ed) have been taken 
away , he can be comforted by the fact that all of the non-repentant 
sinners still rema i n i n  hell . One of these is the ale-wife. 
As the scene opens 9 the bannaid or ale-wife expresses her woe 
at being left in hel l to dwel l eternally with Satan: 
woful am I ,  wi th thee to dwell, 
sir , sathanas , sergante of hell ! 
endles paines and sorowe cruell 
I suffer i n  th i s  place * 
sometyme I was a tavernere, 
a genti 1 1  gossi pe and a tapstere, 
of wyne and a l e  a tru stie brewer, 
whic h wo hath me wroughte. 
( CD 265-272) 
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Not only does she wa rn the medi eval people of the pains and sorrow she 
must suffer because of  her mi sdeeds , but she also tells them exactly 
what she did wrong so that they mi ght avoid doing the same : 
of cannes I kepte no trewe mesuer, 
my cu ppes I s hulde at my pleas·uer, 
deceavinge manye a c reature, 
tho my a l e were naughte . 
( CD  273- 276 ) 
I t  is signfficant that  l i ke the deceiver Satan, she too made a prac­
tice of deceiving others (CD 275 above) . Like hundreds of other trades­
men in the period she tried many ways to earn a "dishonest penny 1 1 : 1 7  
And when I was a brewer longe, 
with hoopes I made my ale strange , 
ashes and Erbes I blende amonge, 
and marred so good maulte . 
.. {�D 277-280)  
1 7see Salzman, pp . 75- 78 ,  for a discussion of the . tricks used by 
brewers and bakers to make a ' 'dishonest penny" ; see also pp. 228-229 
of Salzman for a discussion of the punisrnnents for such offenses. 
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The al e-wife goes on to desc ri be her present sorrow because of her past 
deedes : "Sorowfu l  1 ma i e  I sicke and singe,/ that ever I so d ealed" ( CD 
283-284). However , her sorrow for past sins is too late ; she should 
have been sorrowful and repentant while still living. 
The woe of th i s  damned woman , i n  contrast to the joy of the 
saved , becomes a learn i n9 experience for the audience: 
Taverners , tapsters of thi s cittie 
shalbe promoted heare by me 
for break i nge statues of this cuntrey, 
hurtinge the common welth. 
( CD 285- 288 ) 
For " yl 1 e-doeres" ( CD 294 ) 1 i ke those menti oned in the above passage 
hell is the "ordeyned 1 1  ( CD 293) pl ace: 
Here sha l l the have there Ioye and blesse, 
exsau l ted by the neck ; 
with my mays ter , mi g htye mahownde. 
( CD_ 295- 297 } 
Because hell is such a n  unpl easa nt place , she concludes her soliloquy 
by warning all those l i ke her : 
this I betake you , more and lesse , 
to my sweete mayster , sir sathanas , 
to dwell w ith hym in this pl ace 
when it shal l you pl ease a 
( CD 305-308 ) 
Others like her wil l  end up in hell with Satan if they continue sinning 
and do nothing to reorder their chaotic world. Then they will dwell 
with Satan and his fiends from the Day of Judgment to the end of time. 
At this point , as if  to reinforce the horribleness of hell, 
Satan himself officially welcomes the ale-wife to his domain. He 
tel ls her, 1 1 welckome , deare darl i nge , to vs all three " ( CD 309). It 
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is significant that the non-repentant sinners are l eft to abide in  he l l  
with this trini ty- -Satan and his two demons--just as the repentant sin­
ners were taken to Heaven to abi de  with the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. 
The Second Demon a l so welcomes · the ale-wife to hell as he expresses 
his desire to wed her :  
for manye a heavye and droncken head, 
cause of thy al e ,  were broughte to bed, 
farre worse then anye beaste e 
{ CD 31 4-31 6 )  
The contrast o f  this marri age in hel l wi th the medieval concept of mar­
riage makes the al e-wi fe scene ex tremely significant. She can be re­
lated to Eve , since � as Eve was re l ated to the sin of intemperance , so 
was the al e-wife in med i eval l i te�ature. 1 8 The structure of the pl ay 
then becomes very si gni f ican t ,  for Christ has already gone to heaven 
with the good sou l s .  This ending , in contrast to the opening , shows 
that this Eve figure wi l l  never be �married ' '  to the new Adam , Christ, 
but to the no doubt hi deou s l y d isp l ayed second demon. Thus , the play 
concl udes with a sinfu l woman ( a nd it has already been shown how woman 
represents the s i nfu l nature of man ) about to be married to a devil. 
This ultimate inversion of the hierarchy , together with the ale-wife ' s  
and the demons ' adm i ssi ons that they will be in hel l  forever, emphati­
cally states what the fi nal end of sin i s--eternal marriage to the 
devil .  
18For this relati onship see seeculum Sacerdotal e, ed . Edward H. 
Weatherl y, EETS, E . S .  200 ( 1936 ; London: Oxford Univ . Press), p. 
60 . 
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D G  The Damned Queen 
Just as  the a l e-wi fe had much sorrow and woe in hell after 
Christ ' s  descent i nto hel l to release the saved, so too do those who 
must remain in hel l after Christ ' s  second descent on the Last Judgment 
Day have much sorrow and woe . Al though there are examples of several 
damned persons in the Ches ter The Last JudgITient,19 the D amned Queen 
will be the onl y  one referred to here since she is the only damned 
(non-repentant ) woman present �  The Damned Queen is symbolically re­
lated to other women i n  thi s c hapter in that she shows both flesh-rea­
son and man-God i nvers i ons $ Li ke the other women in this chapter she 
does not restore the proper h i erarchies. However, the theme is empha­
sized by hav i ng her a t  the last �udgment. 
On the a rr i v a l  of the Heaven ly  band i n  hell , the non-repentant 
sinners , as exempl i fi ed here by the Damned Queen, are wrought with 
fear : 20 
Alas ! Al as ! now am I l orne ! 
Al as ! wi th teene I am to be torne ! 
Al as ! tha t  euer I was woman borne, 
this bytter ba l e to byde ! 
, (� 261 - 264 ) 
The Queen is afraid to have to face God on th i s  d ay because of her 
19or . Ma tthews , ed . , The L a s t  Judg1�_1'!.t, in I_he -�-�es ter_J_l ays ,  
EETS , E .  S .  115 ( 19 1 6) ;  rpf-. -co-ndon : Oxf?rd Univ . Press , _l 959/,II, 
pp. 427-453. Subsequent references to th1 s play as seen 1 n  th i s  chap­
ter will appear in the shortened fonn- -LJ for Last Judgment play , fol-
lowed by the l i ne number (s ). 
2
°For a description of the terror of t�is oc� asion s:e T�� Pricke 
of Conscience , ed .  Richard Morris in The P�lv og1cal Soc1 et} s Early 
Engl_i sn Volume , 1 862- 1 864 ( London: Oxtorcf Uni v. Press , 1865 , pp. 
144-f4-7 and pp . 1 90- 200 . 
many si ns o  She cannot understand why God mad e her 1 1 to worch agy (n)st 
his wi 11 " (LJ 272 )  o She forgets that God penni tted a 11 men to s; n 
so that they woul d see h i s l ordship and therefore ask his mercy. 
Unl ike the Woman Adu l terer and Mary Magda l ene , the Damned Queen never 
submi tted flesh to reason: 
Of Lechery I neuer roght , 
but ever to tha t  sinne I sought 
and of that fi l th i n  deed and thought 
yett hadd I never my fill. 
(LJ 273-276) 
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The fact that she never had her fi 1 1  of  1 echery in 1 1deed " or "thought" 
expl ains why she never had time to think of God's l ordship. " 
Because of  the hel l pa i ns which she must now suffer , the Damned 
Queen speaks for the race of "worldly womanhood 1 1 21 as she curses those 
world l y  things that had " ha rrowen " (LJ 280 )  her to hel l: 
fye on Pear ·1 es ! fye on pryde ! 
fye on gowne ! fye on gnyd�2 fye on hewe ! fye on hyde ! 
{LJ 277- 279) 
Like Eve who cursed the wonn , the Damned Queen curses all the things 
which h_ave brought her downfa l l a These are the kinds of things which 
Pilate's wife loved o The Saved Queen was also dragged down by these 
same things but she repented , and therefore did not have this " bitter 
21 Ows t, p. 51 9  e 
2 2Midd l e  Eng l ish verse also warned of  the hann such frills could 
bring as is shown in the fo l l owing exampl e ta ken from p .  109 Stones ' s  
Medieval_ Engl ish Verse : "The co�t thes� fril ls shall claim �hen �ar- · 
l ots so coquette it !/  In hel l /  � 1 th de� 1 l s they sha � l dwell. Th1 s  
translation was taken from Engl 1 sh Lyrics of the Thi rteenth Century , 
ed. Carleton Brown (London : Oxford Univ . Press,°"7932) , p. 133. 
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Bal e"  to " abyde "  ( LJ 282) .. The Damned Queen questi ons , as di d Eve 
in the Garden , eewhere is my Bl ee that was so bright?" ( LJ 286). Then 
Jesus expl ains that after the Origi nal S in  God sent his son to suffer 
and die for al l men c Man coul d receive mercy and bl iss if he thought 
on God's suffering �  and reordered his worl d, as did the Saved Queen 
and others .. I f  man does not reorder his worl d, then he wil l suffer as 
the Damned Queen now has to .. Her bl iss is gone ; instead she: 
must have g reat sorrow in sight of this, 
that l o s t  that joy that was his, 
that hi m on Rood bought. 
( LJ 410-412 ) 
Jesus at th i s  ti me as ks each man to step fornard to "reccon 
his,/ for righteousness must doe" ( LJ 435-436). The Saved Queen and 
others step forward to be b l essed for their goodness on earth--helping 
the poor , the si ck , the naked � the thi rsty , the hungry, and the pri­
soners. These persons �re g ranted everl asting bl iss because they have 
reordered their hie rarchi es @ Because the non-repentant peopl e l ike 
the Damned Queen have no good deeds to show, the demons step forward 
to tel l of their many wi cked deeds on earth. The demons, happy that 
the damned wil l soon be thei r own , gl oat because such evil men and wan­
en shal l be put " in to g reat Torment,/ wher Reeminge, Grininge were 
fervent" (LJ 577-578 } and where "baked al l shal l they be,/  in Bitter 
Bal e to brenne" ( LJ 587- 588 ). The head demon is el ated because the 
Damned Queen has l ost her chance for heavenl y bl iss ; he repeats her sins 
to Jesus: 
• •  e whyl e s he was lyvinge here , 
spared neuer synne i n  no manere , 
and all tha t  might , by Mahound so dere , 
exc i te her lecherye , 
She used man hart to sturr, 
and therto fu l l y ordayned her. 
( lJ 597- 602 ) 
In her rebelliousness agai nst the hierarchical ideal, the Damned 
Queen (fl esh) acted as accompl i ce of the Devil in tempti ng man (rea­
son ) to fal l ; she turned the h i erarchy 1 1up-so-doun." 
Although the Queen woul d l i ke to flee now , Jesus tells her 
what was prophesi zed many ti mes before: 
righteou s  Dome may you not fleene , 
for grace i s  putt away . 
(� 607- 608 ) 
Because she l oved worl d l y  p l easures and fleshly v i ce, Jesus says: 
when tyme of grace was enduringe 
to seeke i t  you had no lykinge. 
( LJ_ 609-61 0) 
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Not unlike the si nners who were drowned by the flood , she enjoyed the 
pleasures of the fl es h u nti l i t  was too late ; she never thought of the 
dangers whi ch these pl easures m i ght bring. She was blind to the limits 
of her own nature ; and now , even though she may want mercy, nothing 
can be done for 1 1al1 it were ( now) to late" (LJ 616). 
Jesus tells the Damned Queen (and other damned people) of the 
many times they refused to help their fellow man ; because of this they 
must now "goe to the fyre" (LJ 644). The First Demon is gleeful over 
Jesus '  puni shment for the damned ; he tells them: 
Goe we forth to hel l i n  hye ; 
Wi th out ende ther shal l you l ye ;  
for you have lost, right as dyd I 
the Bl i s se  that l asteth euer. 
(�J 653-656) 
The damned are tormen ted sti l l more by his repeati ng: 
one th i nge I tel l you trul y: 
Del iuered bene you never . 
( LJ 659-660) 
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These l ast haunti ng words of the devi l echo i n  the mi nds of the damned 
as they hear the fi na l speeches of four prophets who tel l of their pre­
v ious warni ngs of doom for those who "dyd amisse" (LJ 699) and d i d  not 
reorder their hierarch i es ., Because the damned had been warned earl i er 
by prophecy , "excusati on · none there is "  (LJ 698) now to get them out 
of hel l ; "th i s· Dome i t  goeth ari ght" (LJ 700). The Last Judgment 
pl ay comes to its concl usion wi th the prophets remind i ng the Damned 
Queen and her partners i n  s i n that they had been forewarned . The 
aud i ence , too, i s  forced to face the reality that they too have been 
forewarned of the Judgment Day to come. 
In summary , al l fou r of the women i n  th i s  chapter show that 
man's nature is a fall en one because of the Ori g i nal Si n. They al so 
show that sinners who i ndulge i n  worl d l y pl easures and f l es h l y vice 
without ever a thought of reordering their l i ves under reason must 
ul t imatel y go to the d i sorder l y  hel l of Satan. These women show in 
a negative way that man must reorder hi s "up-so-doun" hierarchies so 
that reason i s  over flesh and God i s  over man. If man does not re­
order his wor l d , as the women i n  thi s  chapter did not, he wi ll have 
to suffer the eterna l  pa i n  and woe of Damnati on. The one thing 
which especial ly needs to be controlled in this reordering process 
is man's f1 esh--f 1 esh wh i ch has been once more exemplified by the 
women in this chapter&  
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CHAPTER V �  CONCLUSIONS 
In medieval time§ there was much specul ation about women 
being related to Eve o Thi s ijffi n i ty was often associated with mar­
riage as seen i n  cert�i � h i erarchi cal  rel ationships with God over 
man, man over wi fe i and reason o�er fl es h .. I nversion of any of these 
relationsh i ps was co�$i dered to b� s i n a  Such sin demanded a proper 
reordering of  the h i  retr··a r<ehy by r�pentance " by acceptance of God, and 
by submission of fl e$h w r�ij��ITT � I f  one reordered his sinful world 
he would go to an o rderly �nd peaceful heaven w ith God . If one did 
not reorder his worl d �  he wo�1 d be sentenced to a disorderly hell 
"with b 1 ake ffendys ., n e 
Thi s thesi s has a�a lyi�d the themati c i mportance of women 
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in the Corpus Chri s ti tyc1 f pl ays by s tudyi ng nine s ignificant and 
developed female characters o Chapter One gi ves some background and 
develops the general i deas about  the h i erarch i cal relationships stated 
above. Chapter Two beg i ns wi th Eve , and s hows that from a medieval 
viewpoint the firs t woman was the bas i s fo r Ori g inal Sin-- the ori­
ginal breaker of the hi erarchi cal rel ati onshi ps. Chapter Three 
discusses women sinners who repent ,  and thus resto re order to their 
chaotic worlds. Like Eve � the5e repentant women are related to the 
flesh. Noah's wi fe i the Woman Adul terer , Mary Magda 1 ene, and Regina 
Saluata show the audience in a pos i ti ve manner that the flesh can 
be controlled and order res tored . Chapter Four investigates signi­
ficant non-repentant women . These women are also thematically re­
lated to Eve and to the f1 esh 8 Un l ike the women of the third chapter, 
these women do not reorder their "up-so-doun" worlds. These women, 
especially the a l e-wi fa and the Damned Queen who are in hell, em­
phatically show the aud i ence how not to live. They show the results 
of not contro l l ing the flesh o 
The use of a1 1 of these signi ficant women is consistent with 
the medieval concept  of hierarchies .  Al l of the women are linked to 
Eve� the ori ginal breaker of the God-man, man-wife, and reason-flesh 
relationshi ps. They al l emphasi ze the medieval tradition that man's 
fal len nature (desire fo r fl eshly and worl dly pleasures ) is related 
first of al l to woman � Therefo re, the women who submit to husbands 
(reason) or to God ( ul ti mate rea son ) show a proper ordering of reason 
and flesh a Those who do no t show man the dangers of his fallen na­
ture and the neces s i ty of control l i ng hi s flesh . The ultimate fate 
of all these women al so emphas i zes the efficacy of repentance to a 
medieval audi ence wh i ch was concerned with the rewards or punishments 
of the l ife after death e 
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